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CHAIR CARROLL:

(Gavel.) This Land Use
,

Corrtmit~tee
,

,

22

meeting of October 19, 2005, lS now In seSSlon.

23

With us this morning --

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

CHAIR CARROLL:

This afternoon.

-- this afternoon.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

CHAIR CARROLL:

3

mornlng.

Good afternoon, Chair.

And hopefully, we won't go until
This afternoon --

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

Brutal.

-- we have with us Vice Chair of the

6

Committee, Mr. Pontanilla, Mr. Hokama,

7

Ms. Anderson, Mr. Kane, Mr. Mateo, Mr. Molina,

8

and Ms. Tavares.

9

Councilmember Johnson.

Excused for this time is

10
11
12

LU-25
DISTRICT BOUNDARY AMENDMENT, CHANGE IN
ZONING, AND COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT FOR PROPOSED
ALIEN SPECIES INSPECTION FACILITY AND CARGO BUILDING
(KAHULUI)
(C.C. No. 05-313)

13
14

CHAIR CARROLL:

Members, this morning we have on our

15

agenda only three items.

16

excuse me -- is Land Use Item 25, District

17

Boundary Amendment Change in Zoning and

18

Community Plan Amendment for proposed alien

19

species inspection facility and cargo building

20

in Kahului.

21

The first item

The Committee is in receipt of County

22

Communication No. 05-313 from the Planning

23

Director, transmitting a request from the State

24

Department of Transportation for District

25

Boundary Amendments, and a Conditional Change in
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1

Zoning for approximately 8.448 acres,

and a

2

Community Plan Amendment for approximately

3

0.507 acres in order to construct a general

4

purpose aircraft apron for the proposed alien

5

species inspection facility and cargo building

6

at the Kahului Airport, Kahului, Maui, Hawaii.
The Committee will be considering the

7
8

following proposed bills:

A proposed District

9

Boundary Amendment entitled,

"A BILL FOR AN

10

ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE STATE LAND USE DISTRICT

11

CLASSIFICATION FROM AGRICULTURAL TO URBAN FOR

12

PROPERTY SITUATED AT KAHULUI, MAUl, HAlriJAI I, FOR

13

THE KAHULUI AIRPORT AREA".
A revised proposed bill entitled,

14

"A

15

BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE

16

WAILUKU-KAHULUI COMMUNITY PLAN AND LAND USE MAP

17

FROM AGRICULTURE TO AIRPORT FOR PROPERTY

18

SITUATED AT KAHULUI, MAUl, HAWAII, KAHULUI

19

AIRPORT AREA".
An d a r e vis e d b iII en tit 1 e d

20

f

If

j\

13 T

21

AN ORDINANCE TO CHANGE ZONING FROM AGRICULTUR1\L

22

AND INTERIM DISTRICTS TO AIRPORT DISTRICT,

23

CONDITIONAL ZONING FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT

24

KAHULUI, MAUl, HAWAII, FOR KAHULUI AIRPORT

25

AREA" .
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1

Members, this morning, we will have the

2

applicant give a short PowerPoint presentation,

3

after which, the Department will give their

4

presentation, and then we will have public

5

testimony.

6

recess while we bring down the screen.

7

(Gavel.)

I am going to call for a very short

8

RECESS:

1:36 p.m.

9

RECONVENE:

1:38 p.m.

10

CHAIR CARROLL:

This Land Use Committee meeting lS

11

now back in seSSlon.

12

over to the applicant.

13

MR. MUNEKIYO:

cess.

We will now turn the time
Mr. Munekiyo.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Members of the Committee, my name is

14

I am here this afternoon on

15

Mike Munekiyo.

16

behalf of the Department of Transportation.

17

have a very brief PowerPoint presentation t

18

give you an overview, a context of the

19

proposal

20

does relate to the general purpose apron at

21

Kahului Airport.

22

We

proposed ordinances, and so this

Get the next slide.

This is an aerial photo of the airport,

23

and just for a reference purposes, this is the

24

existing terminal building.

25

In this area here, and the proposed general

Public parking is
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1

purpose apron, together with the air cargo

2

facility and the alien specious action plan

3

building, inspection building, is in this

4

vicinity here, to the west of the existing

5

terminal building.

6

reference purposes, for locational reference

7

purposes.

8
9

Again, this is just for

If I could get the next slide.

As the Chair mentioned, there are three
items before the Committee today.

One relat:.e.s

10

to the State Land Use Commission District

11

Boundary Amendment from agricultural to urban.

12

A portion of this general purpose -- general

13

apron area is within the State Agricultural

14

District, and so this reclassification is

15

required.

16

Wailuku-Kahului Community Plan designates, as

17

well, a portion of the general apron area as

18

agricultural, and that needs to be reclassified

19

or redesignated airport.

20

of the apron area are currently zoned

21

agricultural and interim, and these areas would

22

need to be zoned airport.

23

The Wailuku Community --

And finally, portions

Next slide.

This is just an area, an overview map

24

showing, again, relationship of the project area

25

to the terminal.

Again, here is the terminal

Ralph Rosenberg Court Reporters, Inc.
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1

building here.

The main runway here.

2

outlined area lS the project site itself.

3

building here lS the general purpose apron -- I

4

am sorry -- the general -- the cargo building,

5

air cargo building.

6

alien species action plan inspection

7

And the apron area itself encompasses po

8

fronting those buildings.

The red
This

Right next to it is the
faci~~

y.

.Lons

As you can see, a portion of the project

9

10

lS actually within the State Urban area, this

11

portion here.

12

actually that area within the State Agricultural

13

District, and it is -- it is this area of the

14

apron that we are seeking these entitlements for

15

this afternoon.

16

one slide, Steve.

17

I

The pink or red area here lS

Next slide.

Oh, can I go back

just want to point out, agaln more for

18

references purposes, this is Haleakala Highway

19

here and all of you are familiar with the

20

hairpin turn at Haleakala which comes about

21

here, then around the runway and off to Hana

22

Highway.

23

Highway is actually within the general purpose

24

apron area, and what needs to be done to

25

accommodate the apron construction is to

Well, the hairpin turn on Haleakala
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1

actually realign that portion of Haleakala

2

Highway here, so Haleakala Highway ultimately

3

will have an alignment like so.

4

area would then, or the existing hairpin turn

5

area would then be encompassed by the new apron.

6

Next slide.

And t

A bit more detail on the change in

7

8

zoning, District Boundary Amendment area.

This

9

blue area here, approximately 8.448 acres,

lS

10

currently within the State Agricultural

11

District.

12

side of that line here, within the urban

13

district, and so no entitlements are required

14

for those locations.

15

Okay.

All these areas here, on the other

And the last slide.

This is the Community Plan

16

Amendment slide.

17

that I

18

is an approximately one-half acre area, that

19

area shown in red, which is currently designated

20

agricultural by the Waikiki-Kahului Community

21

Plan, and it

22

airport land use designation under the comrnunity

23

plan.

24
25

Within the 8.448-acre area

just showed on the previous slide, there

lS

this area that we are seeking

I might add that the air cargo building,
the alien species inspection facility,

and this

Ralph Rosenberg Court Reporters, Inc.
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1

portion of the general purpose apron, again,

2

already have the necessary underlying land use

3

entitlements.

4

Planning Commission granted the Airports

5

Division its special management area permit for

6

these facilities.

7

process for this area of the apron is concluded,

8

the project can proceed in its entirety.

9

That concludes our presentation,

In February of this year, the

And so once the entitlement

10

Mr. Chair, and following department -- Planning

11

Department's presentation and testimony phase,

12

we do have a number of resource people available

13

to answer questions that Committee Members may

14

have.

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

16

Thank you, Mr. Munekiyo.

take a brief recess.

17

RECESS:

1:43 p.m.

18

RECONVENE :

1:44 p.m.

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

20

23
24
25

(Gavel.)

(Gavel.) Land Use Committee meeting

of October 19th is now back in session.
From the Planning Department, we have

21

22

In recess.

We will now

Mr. Alueta.
MR. ALUETA:

Mr.Alueta.

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and

Members of the Committee.
The applicant did a very good job of
Ralph Rosenberg Court Reporters, Inc.
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1

presenting the overVlew on the project itself or

2

at least the land use entitlements.

3

very -- kind of convoluted or got a little

4

complex in trying to overlap both our community

5

plan map,

6

land use maps.

7

our office and seen our Dead Sea scrolls that we

8

call the zoning map, as well as our State land

9

use map.

This is

changes In the zoning, and our State
As many of you have been down to

It took us some time to figure out

10

exactly what areas was being proposed, and we

11

worked diligently with -- with our office but

12

also the applicant in trying to determine

13

exactly what land use entitlements they nee

14

a

d.

The project did go before the Planning

15

Commission on July 26th, 2005, and the Planning

16

Commission did recommend the approval of the

17

requested ordinances, and those are attached

18

into your binder.

19

And as you

some of you may know that

20

there was an SMA that was por .

21

portion of the project that was within the SMA

22

boundary that included those portions of the

23

apron as well as the ASAP building that was

24

within the SMA and that did have appropriate

25

land use entitlements, and those were also

. for the
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1

granted approval.
The Department has no other -- nothing

2
3

4

12

else to add at this time.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you, Mr. Alueta.

We will now

5

go into the public testimony portion of the

6

meeting.
Those that wish to testify, as we call

7
8

you forward, you have three minutes and one

9

minute to conclude.

Please glve your name,

10

repeat your name at the podium, so we can make

11

sure that we have it correct for the record.

12

And if anyone has any cell phones or

13

pagers, please turn them off or put them on the

14

silent mode.

15
16
17

Ms. Nakata, do we have anybody signed
up.
MS. NAKATA:

Yes, we have a number of testifiers

18

signed up on the first item, and single

19

testifier signed up on the second.

20

CHAIR CARROLL:

Anyone that wishes to give testimony

21

on any agenda item may do so now, or you may

22

wait until the item comes up later.

23

Mr. Smith coming down.

24
25

MS. NAKATA:

I see

Mr. Chair, we have Jim Smith signed up

to testify on the second item, LU-15.
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1

2

13

MR. SMITH:

Chairperson Carroll, Members of t

nel

3

Use Committee, my name is Jim Smith.

4

resident of Haiku, and I have a couple of

5

concerns about this particular project.

6

I -- I note two things.

am a

.L

One, this is a

7

public, quasi-public use,

I presume, of land,

8

and it would seem to me that that's the

9

appropriate designation for the property,

rather

10

than Apartment 1.

11

In fact the property was sold at a later date,

12

it would have a different value, possibly.

13

I would be concerned that if

There is another concern that I have,

14

and that is,

15

might have been a little earlier, there was a

16

change to the Subdivision Ordinance which

17

exempted churches from the improvement of

18

roadways adjacent to their properties when they

19

are developing, and I was just -- I've looked at

20

a report,

21

think .1.

22

see any references to improvement of existinq

23

roadways or easements, and I am wondering if

24

this is --

25

I believe it was in 1993, or it

and that would be Section 6,
One is the page, page 28.

lS

and I
I didn't

a concern.

And I would ask that there would be some
Ralph Rosenberg Court Reporters, Inc.
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1

type of a -- of a mechanism to provide that if

2

the property

3

different fashion,

4

must come back for an appropriate use

5

designation.

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

9

sold or

or used in a

than

lS

That's all.

Thank you.

Thank you.
Seeing

none, thank you.
MR. SMITH:

Thank you.

10

CHAIR CARROLL:

11

MS. NAKATA:

Ms. Nakata.

Mr. Chair, the testifier signed up on

12

the first item, LU-25,

13

followed by Terryl Vencl.

14

requested, that it

Any questions for Mr. Smith?

7

8

lS

MS. KIMURA:

lS

Kyoko Kimura, to be

Mr. Chair, my name is Kyoko Kimura.

I

15

am the general manager of Diamond Hawaii Resort

16

and Spa.

17

and my employees and my business.

I am testifying on behalf of myself

I have been working on this improvement

18
19

ever since I was very young and single, and my

20

daughter now is in fourth grade.

21

waited enough, and I strongly support this

22

improvement.

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Any questions for the testifier?

24
25

I think we

me.

Could you please come back.

Ralph Rosenberg Court Reporters, Inc.
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15
Ms. Anderson.

1

2
3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Does your company anticipate direct
flights from Japan in the near future?

6

MS. KIMURA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

8

MS. KIMURA:

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

10
11

12

Thank you for

being here.

4

5

Thank you.

We hope so.
Okay.

Thank you.

You're welcome.

MS. NAKATA:

Thank you.

Ms. Nakata.

Mr. Chair, the next testifier is Terryl

Vencl, to be followed by Marsha Wienert.
MS. VENCL:

Aloha, Chairman Carroll and Cornrni t.tee
My name is Terryl Vencl.

am t.he

13

Members.

14

Execute Director of the Maui Visitors Bureau.

I

Thank you for hearing this issue so

15
16

quickly.

17

visitor industry and particular the Maui

18

Visitors Bureau has long supported the expansion

19

at Kahului Airport.

20

get this far but I am pleased to say that the

21

differing sides on some of the issues have come

22

together to support the plan for the

23

improvements that are before you today.

24
25

As you know, the Maui visit -- the

It's been a long road to

They include, but are not limited to, a
new alien species building, to a new cargo
Ralph Rosenberg Court Reporters, Inc.
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1

building and an expanded apron.

2

that the above-mentioned improvements will not

3

just be improvements for Kahului, but first,

4

first,

5

buildings in which to open our cargo and other

6

types of items coming into our community to be

7

examined.

8

the industry supports these improvements and

9

hopes that you, too, will give a favorable nod,

10

We all know

we will actually have enclosed areas and

Certainly, and with great pleasure,

and the sooner the better.
I actually want to thank everyone who's

11

12

been involved in moving this process and this

13

project thus far,

14

opportunity to speak to you.

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

and I appreciate the
Mahalo.

Thank you.

16

Any questions for the testifier?

17

Ms. Anderson.

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you.

Thank you for being here,

19
20

MS. VENCL:

21

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Terryl.

Sure.
I was fortunate enough to be

22

at my first board meeting with the Maui Visitor

23

Bureau not too long ago, thank you, and we had

24

the privilege of having the director of DOT, Rod

25

Haraga, address the board.

And at that meeting,
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1

he indicated that as soon as this project was on

2

line, that they will be proceeding forthwith

3

with an extension of the runway.
My question is, will -- how does the:

4

5

Maui Visitors Bureau -- let's see, how do I put

6

this?

7

place, what will be the increase in flights and

8

where will they come from?

9

MS. VENCL:

How many -- once that extension is in

I probably really don't have good answers

10

to your questions.

11

how soon that extension will move forward.

12

Number two,

13

where all the flights will come from, but if

14

there are international flights,

15

a lot of steps to take before we ever got to

16

that point.

17

they come from and how many there would be.

18

Number one,

if and when it does,

Okay.

20

president?

there would be

But as the -- I'm

I don't know your title.

sorry.

I don't know

So I -- I really can't answer where

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

19

I am not sure

21

MS. VENCL:

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Are you

Executive director.
Sorry.

As the executive director of Maui

23
24

Visitors Bureau, you folks must be working,

25

know,

you

on plans for expanding the market, Maui's
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1

market, and -- and what are those target areas?

2

If you could expand, what areas would you

3

target?

4

MS. VENCL:

Well, certainly, there are markets

5

that -- that we look at where we would like to

6

be able to pull more people.

7

that it necessarily depends on a direct flight.

8

Direct flights are wonderful in their ease of

9

travel, and that's what people are looking tor,

But I don't know

10

but without that privilege right now,

11

to look at those markets by moving those folks

12

into Oahu or Kona, where they do have

13

international flights,

14

come over to Maui.

15

I continue

and then getting them to

So my -- my -- let me see.

My -- I

16

guess my thrust would be the same whether they

17

are coming indirect or not.

18

that should there be a direct flight,

19

thrust might be a little bit easier to get,

20

that doesn't that mean I wouldn't still

21

those markets, those international markets,

22

whether they fly here direct or not.

23

looking at certain markets.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Right.

Now,

I do believe
then the

lOOK

t
dt.

I am still

And so what are

those international markets?
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MS. VENCL:

19
Well, Japan, of course,

lS

one that's

2

always been good for us and we haven't corne back

3

as strong as we -- as we would have liked after

4

9-11, actually we have been pulling back slowly

5

but surely.

6

looking like a really good market for us right

7

now as well.

And the Australian market is

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

MS. VENCL:

10
11
12
13
14

Okay.

Thank you.

You are welcome.

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

the testifier?
MS. NAKATA:

Any further questions for

Hearing none, thank you.

The next testifier is Marsha Wienert to

be followed by Lani Correa.
MS. WIENERT:

Aloha.

I am Marsha Wienert.

I am the

15

State Tourism Liaison, but more importantly I am

16

here today testifying as a Maui resident.

17

project, the alien species inspection facility

18

and the cargo building, along with the apron, is

19

a -- they are projects that we have been working

20

on for many years.

21

facets of our community have joined together to

22

support.

23

have a fragile natural environment, and being

24

able to detect alien species in a more vigorous

25

way is in the best interest of us here In this

This

It is a project that all

Because everyone understands that we
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20

county.
We have gone through many years of

2
3

discussions,

approval processes, designs,

4

et cetera.

5

ninth inning stretch and this lS the last

6

process that we have to go through as a State to

7

be able to have a project that all facets of our

8

community have supported.

We are now at the

we are in the

9

Through the process, we have gained a

10

lot of new working relationships with varlOUS

11

folks,

12

Understanding with the various interveners at

13

the Planning Commission during the Planning

14

Commission process.

15

all agree.

16

should support, and I humbly ask for your

17

support and approval for the zoning change, the

18

District Boundary Amenmnent,

19

Plan Amendment.

20

in coming up with a Memorandum of

CHAIR CARROLL:

and the Community

Thank you.

Thank you.

22

Ms. Tavares.

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes,

Chair.

Thank you, Ms. Wienert,

24
with us.

We

This project is one that all of us

Any questions for the testifier?

21

25

It is a good agreement.

for being here

Either you or someone else in the
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1

group,

2

explained what the relationship is between the

3

apron and the buildings.

4

MS. WIENERT:

I think it would be helpful if someone

I probably should leave it to the

5

technical guys, but I am going to tell you

6

interpretation of it.

7

and not having a driveway to get to your house.

8

You have got the cargo building, you have got

9

the alien species building, and you have got the

It's like having a house

10

apron.

Without the parking lot, we have no

11

place to park the planes to be able to take the

12

cargo off to get it to the inspection facility.
So it

13

lS

an imperative part of the total

14

project to be able to have this -- it's called

15

an apron, and an extension of the apron, but

16

it's basically a parking lot where those planes

17

will be able to park.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

No one has

19

addressed that specifically.

20

for the planes so that they can bring their

21

cargo and whatever else over to the building

22

instead of trucking it over from someplace else

23

that they may be parking.

24

MS. WIENERT:

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

It's a parking lot

True.
Okay.

Thank you very much.
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MS. WIENERT:

It's nice to be here, too, and

2

testifying in front of all of you again today.

3

It's like old home day.

4

CHAIR CARROLL:

Any more questions for the testifier?

5

6

Hearing none, thank you.

7

MS. WIENERT:

8

MS. NAKATA:

9

10

Thank you.

Thank you.
The next testifier

lS

Lani Correa, to be

followed by Don Reeser.
MS. CORREA:

Aloha, Chair Carroll and Members of the

11

Land Use Committee.

My name is Lani Correa,

12

Executive Director of the Maui Hotel and Lodging

13

Association.
On behalf of our entire MHLA membership,

14
15

we support the State of Hawaii's Department of

16

Transportation's request to amend the State land

17

use District classification from agriculture to

18

urban for the property situated at the Kahului

19

Airport.

20

testified before the Maui Planning Commission

21

requesting support for improvements at our

22

Kahului Airport.

23

encourage your approval of this request.

24
25

In February, on behalf of MH

And now,

I stand before you to

The proposed alien species inspection
facility and cargo building are definite needs,
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1

and approving this request, you will be taking a

2

very proactive approach to protecting our

3

island -- our island environment, as well as

4

ensuring continued safety for our kama'ainas and

5

visitors.

6

doing so, you will be supporting a measure that

7

will protect our environment, our community, our

8

County, and our State.

9

Mahalo.

10

CHAIR CARROLL:

And for this we say

Thank you.

Any questions for the testifier?

11
12

We ask for your approval, and by

Hearing none, thank you.

13

MS. CORREA:

Thank you.

14

MS. NAKATA:

The next testifier

15
16

lS

Don Reeser, to be

followed by Rob Parsons.
MR. REESER:

Good afternoon, Land Use ComInittec.

IV1

I am actually a board

17

name is Don Reeser.

18

member now of the Friends of Haleakala National

19

Park, I am representing Friends of Haleakala

20

National Park.

21

corporation that supports educational, cultural,

22

research, and service activities relating to

23

Haleakala National Park and its ecosystems.

24

25

Friends is a non-profit

The need for adequate pest inspection
and interdiction programs at Kahului Airport has
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1

been discussed ad infinitum over the last couple

2

of decades.

3

be the greatest threat to the park's native

4

Hawaiian biota.

5

Invasive alien species continue to

Many of you have heard repeatedly from

6

environmentalists, park managers,

farmers,

and

7

others that preventing new pests from becoming

8

established on Maui is a serious concern; that

9

effectively controlling pests after they have

10

become established is nearly impossible and very

11

expensive.

12

wasps, for example, are relatively recent

13

introductions that may have been prevented.

14

Unfortunately,

15

nettle caterpillars could be on the next

16

airplane, boat, or superferry, and the chances

17

of detection right now

18

Miconia, coqui frogs,

erythrina gall

red fire ants, ohia rust, or

lS

not high.

We all agree Maui is a special place

19

with unique native Hawaiian natural resources

20

and deserves a first class system at its

21

airports and harbors to interdict pest

22

organisms.

23

public support has been very well demonstrated.

24
25

This is something for which general

The zoning, boundary, and community plan
changes or amendments will allow a
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1

Stateof-the-art alien species inspection

2

building to go forward.

We believe this

3

facility is important

is an important

4

vanguard in the fight against alien invasive

5

species.
Realistically, however, we could have

6
7

the greatest facility in the world, but if

8

there's not adequate, dedicated staff

9

inspecting, enforcing regulations, and

10

educating, the great facility may not do much

11

good.

12

Appended to the Kahului Airport

13

improvement EIS record of decision released in

14

1998, a Federal-State alien species prevention

15

plan called for 11 inspectors and 2 dogs.

16

requirement has never -- never been

17

In 2002, the Kahului Airport pest risk

18

assessment determined that a minimum of 14

19

inspectors and 3 dogs are necessary.

20

realistically, 19 inspectors are required to do

21

the job.

22

than 6

23

MS. NAKATA:

Three minutes.

24

MR. REESER:

-- or 7 inspectors.

25

Currently,

This

implemerl~ed.

But

I believe there are no more

Considering currently -- considering
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1

airport is operation seven days a week,

2

about 15 hours per day, one can quickly

3

calculate the obvious deficiencies.

4

unlikely that adequate inspection staff will be

5

hired any time soon or that necessary levels of

6

staffing will be maintained over the long haul.

7

Therefore, your approval of these amendments

8

must be provisional until staff is employed and

9

trained dogs are available.

10

for

It, seems

In addition, the Maui County Council

11

must perennially review airport operations to

12

ensure commitments are kept.

13

much for the opportunity to comment.

14

CHAIR CARROLL:

17
18
19

Thank you.

Questions for the testifier?

15
16

Thank you very

none, thank you.
MS. NAKATA:

The next testifier lS Rob Parsons, to be

followed by Greg Westcott.
MR. PARSONS:

Good afternoon, Chair, Committee

20

remembers.

21

Mayor for environment concerns.

22

Hearing

I am Rob Parsons, Assistant to the

Mayor Arakawa,

I believe,

is heading

23

towards your district for a meeting tonight,

24

would have liked to have been here to present

25

testimony in person, and asked me to read his
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testimony, if I may.
It says, Aloha, Chair Carroll and

3

Committee Members.

For more than a decade,

4

there's been discussion of the need for adequate

5

cargo inspection facilities at Kahului Airport.

6

Today, we offer strong support of the proposal

7

before you to make the necessary land use

8

changes to allow for the construction of the

9

alien species inspection facility and cargo

10

building.

11

greatest threat to the native Hawaiian

12

ecosystems and biota, as witnessed by the

13

recently introduced ohia rust, hala scale, and

14

Wiliwili gall wasp.

15

Alien species continues to be the

In addition to our priceless natural
coup~ea

16

environment, inadequate inspections,

17

with more flights and the rapid growth of our

18

community, have led to new pests such as the

19

coqui frog, which threaten our agricultural,

20

real estate, and visitor economies, as well as

21

our quality of life.

22

Controlling new pests from becoming

23

established after introduction is a difficult,

24

expensive, and sometimes futile task.

25

the ounce of prevention is worth the pound of

Truly,
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cure 1S true when it comes to alien spec1es.
We also recognize that a bU1ldlng a_one

3

will not be sufficient to stop alien species

4

from entering our island.

5

sufficiently staffed.

6

Kahului Airport Pest Risk Assessment, prepared

7

three years ago,

8

inspectors and 3 canines, more than double the

9

current staff, which are strained to handle as

10

It must be

We understand that the

called for a minimum of 14

many as 32 flights daily,

7 days a week.

11

I applaud the efforts of the alien

12

species prevention team for its many years

13

work with the Department of Transportation dnd

14

others, in forging the alien species action

15

plan, which guides the requested land use

16

changes here today.

17

proposed changes to better protect Maui from new

18

alien pests with conditions as you deem wise to

19

ensure that there are adequate skilled personnel

20

to staff the new facility.

21

I urge you to approve these

All our planning and visiting

22

initiatives require consideration of our

23

environmental resources.

24

we strongly support this measure as one of the

25

most urgently needed steps to protect our

As an administration,
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1

environment and our future.

2

Arakawa, Mayor.

Sincerely, Alan

3

At to those comments,

I would just

4

briefly emphasize a couple of points.

5

tomorrow's Parks and Economic Development

6

meeting,

7

to bring in many of the people who are

8

recipients of County funds and are working to

9

control alien species here in Maui County.

One lS at

I will be helping to coordinate efforts

For those of you who are not members of

10
11

that committee, I invite you at this time to

12

attend if you are able for that briefing.

13

we thank Member Johnson for helping to arrange

14

this meeting.

And

I think we understand what lS at risk.

15
16

MS. NAKATA:

17

MR. PARSONS:

Three minutes.
Maui County is

lS ahead of the curve

18

in understanding what is at risk with alien

19

species, and now we know what we need, which is

20

a, you know, a top-class inspection facility.

21

For those of you who are former school

22

teachers,

I am gOlng to use an analogy that

23

hopefully will ring true to you, and that is a

24

great new school facility wouldn't be of any use

25

if we only hired teachers for half the
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1

classrooms.

2

consideration to a condition of a change in

3

zoning that would require that we have the full

4

recommendation of the numbers here in the

5

Kahului Airport Pest Risk Assessment.

6

I would note that in Table 1,

7

So I would help that you would give

Section 8

of this

8

MS. NAKATA:

9

MR. PARSONS:

Four minutes.
And I can finish up In a sentence or

10

two,

if I may -- it -- there was average of 16

11

flights in 2001.

12

closer to 21 or 22 on the average,

13

inspector that I got the statistics from

14

yesterday indicated, it can be as many as 32.

15

So with as many -- with as few as six

I think the figures now are
and as the

16

full-time inspectors, we are not even coming

17

close to meeting the criteria, and I hope that

18

you would bring that valuable information to

19

your discussion as you discuss this proposal

20

today.

21
22

Thank you.

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Questions for the testifier?

23

Ms. Anderson.

24

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

25

Thank you, Chair.

'IIlanks

for being here, Rob.
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1

just want to clarify that when the

2

risk assessment was done -- and I will be

3

passing a copy of that out to all the Members

4

the risk assessment is dated November '02.

5

you mentioned that there were 16 flights in

6

2001.

7
8

9

MR. PARSONS:

That's in here.

And

Table 1, Section 8 --

Section 8, Table 1, I believe.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So when they did the risk

10

assessment, they were using that as the number

11

of flights for their baseline?

12
13
14

MR. PARSONS:

That's the baseline for their

recommendation of number of inspectors.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

And in their

15

recommendation, they said that 14 -- 14

16

inspectors is a minimum number,

17

would all still have to work overtime in order

18

to maintain the same level of inspection that

19

was done during their -- their risk assessment

20

period.

21

flights daily today, that was given to you by

22

someone at the airport?

23
24
25

MR. PARSONS:

and that they

So my question is that -- the 32

By one of the current inspectors.

said as many as 32.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

As many as.
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MR. PARSONS:

And I talked with Terryl Vencl before

2

the meeting, and she said the average for the

3

week sounds like it's more like 21 or 22 flights

4

a day, average, right now.

5

Terryl, who -- who keeps those statistics.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

~"JeIIT

I would defer to

maybe someone will be

7

here from the airport that can give us a more

8

firm figure, but it looks like In four years we

9

have almost doubled the number of flights that

10

are coming in.

11

MR. PARSONS:

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

13
14
15
16

Thank you very much, Rob.

Thank you.

testifier?
MS. NAKATA:

Okay.

Any further questions for -the
Hearing none, thank you.

The next testifier is Greg Westcott,

to

be followed by Stacie Thorlakson.
MS. WESTCOTT:

With your permlsslon,

I'd like to take

17

my husband's place, and he will testify at the

18

end.

19

Cordroy Westcott.

Is that all right?

20

CHAIR CARROLL:

21

MS. WESTCOTT:

22
23
24
25

My name is Masako

Will that be all right?

I'm sorry?
Would it be all right for my -- for me

to take my husband's place in testifying?
CHAIR CARROLL:

Is there any objection to her tcik

her husband's place?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

No objection.
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1

MS. WESTCOTT:

2

CHAIR CARROLL:

3

MS. WESTCOTT:

Thank you.
Proceed.
Thank you.

Good afternoon,

4

Carroll and Members of the Council.

5

Masako Cordroy Westcott.

Chairman
My name is

Together with many others In the

6
7

community,

I have been working to improve our

8

quarantine system for the 16 or 17 years that

9

this has been an issue in our community.

10

now a member of the alien species action plan

11

team.

12

Because the Department of Transportation

13

land use -- request for land use changes allows

14

the long-overdue alien species action plan

15

inspection facility to be built,

16

rezoning, boundary amendment, and Community Plan

17

Amendment.

18

I support this

' f ' '] l
However, th e f aCl. 1 l. t y d oes notL. c
u"L::
:1.,_..L

19

its potential as a deterrent to alien species

20

introductions unless it is fully staffed.

21

therefore urge you to adopt a condition to this

22

approval that would require that -- that it be

23

fully staffed as recommended in the Kahului

24

Airport risk assessment.

25

During the recent legislative visit to
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1

Maui, Department of Transportation head Rod

2

Haraga said that following completion of the

3

projects, which the rezoning before you today

4

authorizes, the Department of Transportation

5

will begin an effort to lengthen the runway at

6

Kahului Airport.

7

in no way endorses runway lengthening.
It was the community effort that brought

8
9

My support for rezonlng today

us to this point, countless scoping sessions,

10

public hearings, contested cases before the Land

11

Use Commission, and a series of lawsuits which

12

resulted in the environmental impact .st,atement

13

which examined the various public concerns.

14

Perhaps most significant lS the issue of

15

invasive alien species.

16

danger of invasives has already transformed

17

Hawaii,

18

environmental, and health disaster if unchecked.

19

We now know that the

and represents an economic,

Out of this process came the U.S. Fish

20

and Wildlife Biological opinion which set the

21

standard for the alien species action plan which

22

followed.

23

Memorandum of Understanding.

24

forth in this document were to be implemented by

25

the year 2000.

It was agreed to in 1998 in a
All programs set
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I want to remind you that the biological

1
2

oplnlon did find risk in the airport expansion,

3

and that failure to implement its provisions

4

would invalidate the environmental impact

5

statement.
That Memorandum of Understanding, that

6

7

was 1998, and the work of implementing the plan

8

began.

9

assessment, the first ever scientific look

Ci l_.

10

Hawaii's quarantine system was completed.

vJe

11

now have the horrifying data, the facts,

12

confirm our fears that the quarantine system is

13

a leaky sieve.

14

there were twice as many interceptions in SlX

15

weeks at Kahului Airport than there are normally

16

found ln a year in all of Hawaii.

17

MS. NAKATA:

18

MS. WESTCOTT:

In 2002, the Kahului airport risk
"

.L •.

that

The risk assessment found that

Three minutes.
Many of them, many of these

19

interceptions are not known to have existed

20

before in Maui or Hawaii.

21

of new specles.

22

that 19 full-time inspectors and 3 dogs be

23

staffed at the airport in order to avoid

24

overtime.

25

dogs.

This is a tl

~

wave

The risk assessment recommends

At a minimum,

14 inspectors and 3
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Since 2002, alr traffic has increased

1
2

tremendously.

Today -- today, there is --

3

today, actually,

4

and she said that there are 30 daily flights,

5

nonstop flights to Kahului Airport,

6

that may not be every day,

7

happening in this record breaking season.

8

this is averaging 5,000 people a day, with their

9

corresponding increase in agricultural freight.
Happily,

10
11

two --

12

MS. NAKATA:

13

MS. WESTCOTT:

I spoke with Anna Mae Shishido,

and while

it was -- it's
And

I can report that there are

Four minutes.
inspectors at the airport and a

14

dog, so we have made an improvement.

lAJe nOVl

15

have a total of six inspectors out of the 19

16

recommended three years ago.

17

There may be reasonable explanations for

18

the delay, but we are facing a transformation of

19

our island and our lives and we simply must be

20

protected.

21

We are all aware of the new introduction

22

to Maui, the erythrina gall wasp.

23

you look around

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

25

conclude.

I am sorry.

I think if

You are going to have to

You are over your time already.
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1

MS. WESTCOTT:

2

CHAIR CARROLL:

3

MS. WESTCOTT:

4

5

I'm sorry.

conclude
Your time is up.

Thank you very much for listening to

my concerns.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Any questions for the testifier?

Ms. Johnson,

6

7

Well -- well,

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

followed by Ms. Anderson.

Yes,

I thank you very much,

8

and I hope you will attend my meeting tomorrow

9

as well.

10

One of the things that has been

11

reiterated and what we are reading in the

12

documentation that we have before us is, you

13

know, this focusing on the staffing of the

14

actual facility.
Have you been able to come up with,

15
16

rather than focusing on just a number of

17

inspectors or number of dogs, because the

18

airport traffic fluctuates,

19

committee been able -to come up with a

20

that would translate or would enable us to

21

translate into a condition that would basically

22

be,

23

visitors or per number of flights?

24

formula that you have that would be easy for us

25

to incorporate or at least try to incorporate

let's say,

have you or your
tOI"lU

so many inspectors per number of
Is there a
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within the language of this land use change?
MS. WESTCOTT:

We haven't yet developed a formula,

as

3

you are suggesting, though I think it is a

4

reasonable thing to -- for us to do and we could

5

do it based on the amount of traffic which was

6

current during the time of the risk assessment,

7

and -- and use that as a starting point for

8

tying the number of inspectors and the way that

9

they are used to the level of traffic,

just

10

as -- as all of the other activities at the

11

airport are tied to -- to the level of traffic.

12

It certainly is a reasonable way to establish

13

some kind of way to be effective with -- with

14

our system.

15

And I might add, that we have been
for example, the 1ncrease in di ect

16

looking at,

17

flights to Maui, but we also have to be aware of

18

the inter-island traffic.

19

assessment being conducted now.

20

have the results of that.

21

acknowledge that we are in danger from the other

22

islands as well.

23

are going to have to pay attention in terms of

24

how we use the facilities and the staff

25

effectively, and be smart about how we protect

There 1S a risk
We don't yet

But we have to

So this is something that we
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ourselves.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And the reason that I ask

3

you, and if you could look into that a little

4

bit more and try to come back with some kind of

5

a recommendation, to us, as soon as possible,

6

because it's difficult sometimes to put in a

7

fixed number.

8

MS. WESTCOTT:

Yes.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

When everything

10

of flux.

11

really appreciate it.

12

MS. WESTCOTT:

So if you would do that,

lS

in a state

I would

I appreciate that urging, but I think

13

we certainly can begin with what was proposed

14

three years ago, which today many would consider

15

a modest figure, of 19 inspectors and 3 dogs, at

16

a minimum 14, and we know, as we have heard

17

already, that traffic has increased tremendously

18

since that time.

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

20

MS. WESTCOTT:

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

22

MS. WESTCOTT:

23

Okay.

Thank you ve

rnuc:h"

And I will get back to you.
Thank you.

I will talk with others.

Thank you

very much.

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

Ms. Anderson.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you.
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Thank you so much, Masako,

1

for your

2

testimony.

When you said there are currently

3

six inspectors, did you get that information

4

from somebody currently at the airport?
I spoke to Anna Mae Shishido

5

MS. WESTCOTT:

6

morning.

7

Kahului Airport, and that was her information

8

this morning.

9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

10

MS. WESTCOTT:

12

handler.

14
15

And that's

SlX

inspectors

and one dog?

11

13

She is the supervisor of the staff at

Yes, one of those

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

SlX lS

the dog

And does that include the

administrator, or is that just six inspectors?
MS. WESTCOTT:

Well, you know,

I am unclear.

ere

I

Ei

16

so much of shifting of work schedules that at

17

times supervisors, in order to fill in for

18

somebody on leave or sick, may take that role.

19

I think we are counting it as the amount of time

20

spent there, and there may be a shifting of

21

employees to fill those slots.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Do you know if they are

23

full-time employees and if they are all working

24

at Kahului Airport and not being --

25

MS. WESTCOTT:

I think these people are considered
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1

full-time work, though they may be filling other

2

responsibilities, as they often do,

3

generally do.

4

get that figure by saying how much time is spent

5

at the airport.

6

full-time,

7

filled by various people.

as they

We were looking at this trying to

So I think these are considered

at the airport, positions that may be

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

you spoke to,

And -- and this lady that

she is their supervisor?

10

MS. WESTCOTT:

Yes.

11

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So was she able to tell you

12

whether or not they are in the process of hlrlng

13

any more people?

14

MS. WESTCOTT:

She has been interviewing others and

15

it is a slow process and -- and not something I

16

fully understand.

17

complications with the requirements, and I don't

18

have an answer that satisfies me.

19

appeal to the Department of Agriculture, to

20

clarify what the delay is, and I think those of

21

us who are advocating for improvement, a genulne

22

improvement here, are not satisfied with the

23

delays we have experienced or with the

24

explanations for the hiring difficulties.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

There are a number of

I continue to

Did she tell me -- did she
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1

tell you how many people they are attempting to

2

hire?

3

MS. WESTCOTT:

4

ago, and

5

of it.

6

months ago, they had six applicants for a

7

position.

8

yesterday, it wasn't clear how that was movlng.

9
10
11
12

I spoke with Dr. Lyle Wong a few days
and he needed to check on the status
But at our last ASAP meet, which was two

And when I spoke to him, maybe it was

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
were trying to fill?
MS. WESTCOTT:

Well, we have been aiming for 14

positions at a minimum --

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

14

MS. WESTCOTT:

15
16

Or how many positions they

Right.

-- but we have been almlng at that for

a very long time now.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

Thank you very rnu

17

I had another question.

18

Understanding that was signed between various

19

Federal and State agencies, that required this

20

action plan, alien species action plan, which

21

was dated August '98, sets out various

22

requirements for members of the team or of --

23

yeah,

24

me -- members involved in the Memorandum of

25

Understanding.

I guess the team

The Memorandum of

or members, excuse

And there are a list of things
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1

for the alien speCles prevention team to do,

2

which -- which you are a member, along

3

USDA, U.S. Department of Interior, Department of

4

Transportation, DLNR, Department of Ag,

5

Department of Health, and may also include

6

Hawaii and Maui Visitor Bureaus, and so forth.

~vith

And in this memorandum, or rather in the

7

8

action plan, it calls out for various things to

9

be done by the -- by the action team, and I am

10

just wondering, have there been any progress

11

reports published?

12

MS. WESTCOTT:

Yes, there have been.

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

14

MS. WESTCOTT:

There have been.

Yes, I believe it's supposed to be

15

yearly, but we have fallen short of that.

16

yes, there have been reports.

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And so, in the progress

18

reports, was the lack of full staffing

19

addressed?

20

MS. WESTCOTT:

I can't say with certainty whether

21

that was addressed.

22

that answer for you.

23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I apologize.

That's okay.

But I can get

Okay.

you very much for being here, Masako.
MS. WESTCOTT:

But

Thank you.
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CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Any further questions?

2

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4

MS. WESTCOTT:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Good afternoon, Ms. Westcott.

Good afternoon.
Thank you for your testimony.

You are following other testifiers who

6

7

Mr. Kane.

have also asked us to consider a condition

8

MS. WESTCOTT:

Yes.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

-- specific to the request

10

that's before us, and more specifically

11

regarding staffing.

12

testimony, my

13

dictates that at the time of the opening of the

14

facility, which I believe

15

if I am not mistaken, if we are not able

16

achieve or the State is unable to achieve the

17

minimum requirement that is needed to staff the

18

facility,

19

advocating for a condition for us to put into

20

this request, not to open the facility at all

21

until such time?

22

So as I am listening to the

my question would be if reality

lS

sometime in 2007,

is it the position of yourself, who

lS

And again, I am looking at how do we --

23

how do we achieve this, and if we can't, then do

24

we keep it closed?

25

impact of that?

And what is the potential

And so,

I am trying to get
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1

that, engage your thinking on it,

2

craft language In a -- in a condition, that we

3

make sure that we at least provide for whatever

4

the reality is at the time.

5

MS. WESTCOTT:

Well,

I

so when we

absolutely would not support

6

keeping the facility closed.

7

for it, everyone here is -- is awaiting, you

8

know, has this -- we -- we have been waiting a

9

very long time for this, and it's going to make

10
11

I

am more eager

a huge difference and a huge improvement.
And we are being looked at not only

12

throughout Hawaii and throughout the nati

13

internationally, because this is such an

14

advance, and such a big improvement, and we are

15

being acknowledged for being forward-thinking in

16

this way.

17

working right now are looking forward to this

18

and can use it, and it's going to make a big

19

difference in their work and a big improvement.

20

However, we recognize, everyone who has been

21

involved in this process and who are experts in

22

this, recognize that it's going to be more

23

effective and it will serve us In our

24

protecting Maui and our way of life if -- if

25

it's fully staffed.

G,

And of course, the people who are
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And it's -- your question is something I

1
2

have puzzled over as well,

3

ready answer for you about how we can condition

4

this so that it's -- it's workable.

5

be that because we already know that the

6

Department of Transportation is looking towards

7

runway lengthening, that it may be that no

8

application on that project will be considered

9

until this facility

lS

and I don't have a

And it may

and our quarantine

10

system here at Kahului is fully staffed.

11

might be something that's reasonable, workable,

12

and something that will be an encouragement to

13

them to move forward on this In a timely way.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That

I appreciate your response,

and

15

I -- I don't think it's a question if we need

16

this.

17

effective, like you stated in your comments.

18

Thank you very much.

It's just how are we going to make it

Chair, thank you.

19
20

MS. WESTCOTT:

Thank you.

21

CHAIR CARROLL:

22

COUNCILlv1Elv1BER ANDERSON:

Any further questions?

Masako,

23

Ms. Anderson.

Thank you, Chair.

I have crafted a condition that

24

I think

25

staff this so that it's -- actually meets its

lS

workable and would motivate them to
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1

function,

2

something that your group would find workable,

3

that no further development of airport capacity

4

will be initiated until the alien species

5

protection program is fully staffed with 19

6

inspectors and 4 dogs.

7

MS. WESTCOTT:

and so I am wondering if this

Well,

~s

I welcome your -- your

8

recommendation for a condition here, and

9

speaking for myself, I would support that

10

enthusiastically.

11

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

13

MS. WESTCOTT:

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

16

MS. NAKATA:

18

Thank you.

Any further question,s?

Hearing none, thank you.

14

17

Thank you very much.

Thank you.
Ms. Nakata.

The next testifier

lS

Stacie Thorlakson,

to be followed by Lucienne deNaie.
MS. THORLAKSON:

Aloha, Chair and Council Members.

19

My name is Stacie Thorlakson, and I testify

20

before you today as president of the Maui

21

Chamber of Commerce and on behalf of our

22

membership.

23

The Maui Chamber of Commerce has .long

24

held a position that alien species are a

25

detriment to Maui's environment and our economic
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1

development.

In order to mitigate our alien

2

species invasion, we support the change in

3

zoning and Community Plan Amendment that will

4

allow appropriate inspection facility and cargo

5

building for the Kahului Airport.

6

agricultural industry has grown far beyond lts

7

capacity for our current airport cargo facility

8

and this new modernized addition will remove our

9

fresh produce from the sun and the heat, thereby

Our

10

keeping the goods perishable for shipping

11

purposes.

12

consideration of our response.

13
14
15
16

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you kindly for your

Thank you.

Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Good afternoon, Ms. Thorlakson, and

17

thank you for representing the Chamber of

18

Commerce with regards to this matter.

19

In your testimony, you mentioned alien

20

species are a detriment to both our environment

21

and our economic development.

22

decides to pass the zoning approval, the

23

District Boundary Amendment, as well as the

24

Community Plan Amendment, will this body then

25

get a passing grade for economic development

If this Comn1ittee
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1

from the Chambers?

2

that.

You don't need to answer

I am sorry, Mr. Chairman.

3

T am -lust..J
'---

#.

just trying to shed light on a

4

trying to

5

recent story that appeared on the front page

6

with regards to the assessment made by the

7

Chambers on the Mayor and the Council.

8

Seriously, one question.

9

In your written testimony, you mentioned

10

fresh produce sitting out there in the sun.

11

you have any information that you could share

12

with this body as to how long the fresh produce

13

sits out there as well as any spoilage that

14

occurs, if any?

15
16
17

MS. THORLAKSON:

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

CHAIR CARROLL:
testifier?

21

MS. THORLAKSON:

22

MS. NAKATA:

24
25

Sure.

if I may.

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

20

23

I would like to get back to you to

give you a definite answer,

18
19

Do

Any further questions for the
Hearing none, thank you.
Thank you.

The next testifier

lS

Lucienne

r~J

El

.~

e,

to be followed by Jeffrey Parker.
MS. DeNAIE:

Thank you, Chair Carroll and Members of

the Committee.

My name is Lucienne deNaie.
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1

am testifying today on behalf of the Sierra Club

2

Maui, whom I have represented many, many, many,

3

many years of hearings on the airport issue.

4

are so happy to see a day when we are going to

5

get an inspection facility here.

We

But I want to say, because I have

6
7

attended many of these meetings,

including ones

8

with the State and their representati Vf:3

9

to urge you, this County needs to make sure the
I

f

\/'Jirlt

just want

10

State does not abandon our needs.

11

to say that.

12

you have to make sure the abandonment of our

13

needs does not take place.

And you need to use every leverage

This inspection facility was not the

14

It kind of came as the result of

15

State's idea.

16

citizen interaction, and I hope also that the

17

cargo facility really meets the standards that

18

were brought up by the public,

19

the agricultural companies here.

20

cool.

21

last I met with the State, they were kind of

22

backing away from that.

23

we have the money.

24
25

including many of

It needs to be air conditioned.

At any rate,

When

Well, we don't know if

I -- I support changing the

land so that -- the land designation,

so that we
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1

can have the building and we can have the

2

storage facility; however,

3

sat through Dr. Howard's Bishop Museum's

4

testimony in 1998 at the LUC hearings where he

5

said, quote,

6

disaster waiting to happen,"

7

of gaps.

8
9

I want to say that I

"That Maui's inspection system 1S a
unquote,

and full

And one of the things that he pointed
out is that we were so understaffed.

At that

10

time, Mr. Lyle Wong testified that although we

11

had originally had ten inspectors here in Maui

12

when times were good,

13

cut down to seven, which functionally is five,

14

by the mid '90s.

15

getting ready to expand our airport, they were

16

cutting down the number of inspectors.

17

can't let that happen again.

18

in the late '80s, that was

And so as the State was

We just

You've heard a little bit of the

19

background in here, but basically, the quick

20

rundown is 1n the 1990s, we had ten inspectors.

21

Then they dropped down to seven, which means

22

five are working.

23

only the planes that are direct flights,

24

has to go to the harbor and check out the ships

25

and others have to go to farms as well.

These folks have to meet not
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really a very, very demanding schedule.
And by 2002, we were up to the same

2
3

number of inspectors, seven, functionally five,

4

but our flights had increased up to 16 to 18

5

flights a day; whereas, back in the '90s, they

6

were maybe a half dozen, eight, nine flights a

7

day direct.

8

to 30 flights a day, and we have eight

9

inspectors.

So now we are at 2005.

We have up

So, please, do what you can to make sure

10
11

that this staffing requirement will be met.

12

Thank you.

13

CHAIR CARROLL:

Any questions for the testifier?

14
15
16

17
18

Thank you.

Hearing none, thank you.
MS. NAKATA:

The next testifier lS Jeffrey Parker, to

be followed by Greg Westcott.
MR. PARKER:

Good afternoon, Chairman and Comm:itt.ec

19

Members.

20

of the Tropical Orchid Farm,

21

Huelo.

22

I am Jeff Parker.

Now,

I am t 11e

.

nt

];)1'e.'3.1

Incorporated,

In

I am one of the farmers who is

23

gOlng to be harmed if we allow this airport to

24

be internationalized without the full alien

25

species package being in place.

The threat of
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1

introduced alien specles remalns the greatest

2

threat facing Hawaii today.

3

know there's -- there's a thing in Singapore

4

called orchid spike blight, so your flower spike

5

starts to come out on your orchid plant and then

6

just wilts.

7

would be the end of the orchid industry.

If that were to get here, that

These ag inspectors at the air --

8
9

For example, you

airport are extremely dedicated and hardworking

10

individuals.

11

don't think you understand what they are

12

responsible for.

13

a new COqUl frog site, they have to go out.

14

the case of my nursery, that's a nematode

15

certified nursery,

16

inspections a year now.

17

are at eight o'clock at night.

18

come In on overtime at night to inspect my farm.

19

And that's every certified nursery on the

20

island.

21

of that.

22

the night to go out and meet somebody's Learjet

23

that's coming in.

24

people that are doing that.

25

I am friends with all of them.

I

Every time there's a call for
In

I am receiving four
Two of the inspections
They have to

And that's the eight people doing all
Plus, they get calls in the middle of

And it's just the eight

Now, we are getting the 30 direct
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1

flights a day now, so just that alone is a lot

2

for them.

3

four years ago concluded that it would take

4

about 14 full-time inspectors and 3 dogs just to

5

keep up with the arrivals four years ago, not

6

today.

7

That risk assessment that was done

And, now, DOT has also agreed to seek

8

funding for those positions.

But is there

9

reason to mistrust DOT on this?

And I say

10

absolutely, there is.

11

the habit of mitigating the impacts of their

12

developments.

13

building because they were dragged into court,

14

and -- and this is what came of that settlement.

15

So we have to do something to ensure that these

16

positions actually get filled.

17

surprise me if they were not filled.

18

DOT is not normally ln

This -- we are getting this

It wouldn't

I would support a provision or a

19

condition that there can be no further airport

20

expansion or internationalization until at least

21

the 14 inspectors and the 3 dogs are trained and

22

actually working already at the airport.

23

You guys have a lot of power right now

24

for the outcome of all of us.

25

approve these zoning changes without conditions

If you were to
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1

to ensure the full staffing at the airport, you

2

would really be selling us all out, all the

3

farmers, the national park, the native

4

ecosystem, and you know, all the citizens of

5

Maui who don't even have a clue what is gOlng on

6

or what this is about.

7

will add a condition before you approve these

8

changes that would ensure the full staffing at

9

the airport.

10

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Any questions for the testifier?

11

Ms. Anderson.

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13

So I would hope that you

Thank you, Chair.

Thank you very much for coming here,

14

Jeff.

15

doing inspections, and Masako said she got wo

16

from their supervisor today that there are six.

17
18
19

MR. PARKER:

You are saying that there's eight people

The number is hard to pin down,

actually.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well,

I can see that because

20

in the actual risk assessment, under section 6,

21

which I have passed out to the Members, and I

22

tagged it with a green tab if you want to follow

23

along, Members, under recommendations, they make

24

a point that the inspectors are -- they are not

25

enough -- at the time, there were only five
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1

inspectors, and this was in 2002.

And they say

2

that -- that five was not sufficient to cover

3

all the required activities, and that they are

4

working on an overtime basis, and that they

5

typically work five or seven days a week with

6

shifts longer than eight hours,

7

consequence is a rapid burnout of the

8

inspectors, among other problems.

and that the

And so even though they are asking for a

9

10

minimum of 14 inspectors, they are sayinq that

11

the 14 inspectors, even if we had that, would

12

still have to work overtime in order to maintain

13

an adequate legal of inspection.

14

saying that a more realistic number would be 19

15

inspectors are needed to sustain an adequate

16

level of inspection, and to account for sick and

17

vacation leave, and would therefore not require

18

them to work overtime.

So they are

So because you have personal experlence

19
20

with these inspectors, do you find that even

21

now, today, three years later, they are -- they

22

are still operating on a burnout-type situation?

23

Is there a lot of over

24
25

MR. PARKER:

Oh, we hardly talk about anything else

whenever I see them.

And to pick up on
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1

something you asked Masako about earlier, the

2

supervisor, Anna Mae Shishido, is doing the

3

inspections.

4

includes the supervisor.

5
6

7

So that's a definite yes, that

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

Thank you very much,

Jeff.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

8

Ms. Johnson.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Any further questions?

Jeff, if I understand what

10

your testimony is, you want the inspectors up

11

and running and trained at the point in time,

12

you know, prior to the opening of this facility;

13

is that correct?

14

MR. PARKER:

Well,

I

there's a bunch of different
what you folks are w .L_nq

15

ways to go, but it

16

to do.

17

airport expanded or internationalized without

18

the staff being there, working.

19

have all been waiting for.

20

we talk about every time I see the inspectors is

21

how great this building is going to be for them.

22

But mainly,

lS

I don't want to see the

The building we

And the other thing

So you know, maybe you could tie it

23

instead to are we going to enlarge the airport,

24

increase the number of flights and

25

internationalize the airport, and withhold that
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until we get the people trained and in
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

p~ace.

Now have you

3

because I am hearing this and thinking about,

4

you know, the condition, what would happen if,

5

let's say,

6

outbreak, and all of a sudden, you know,

7

these people had to be laid off because there

8

were very few flights coming in.

9

requirement or a condition based on a number,

for example, there would be some SARS
all

If it lS a

10

how -- how would you envision that kind of a

11

scenario working?
Because obviously,

12

for whatever reason,

13

if we start out with 14 inspectors, or so many

14

dogs, that number, based on situations that

15

could develop,

16

It could be because of lack of funding or some

17

other reason.

18

MR. PARKER:

could drop at some point in time.

The threats are so big,

I don't see the

I think we are gOlng to -- we

19

threats dropping.

20

need the most -- we need more staff that we can

21

get, period, and I don't see some interruption

22

in tourism reducing the need for that.

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Well,

I guess I will state it

24

a little differently.

My concern is that,

25

everything else, we get the 14 inspectors,
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1

we get the dogs that are required to meet the

2

letter of our, let's say, condition,

3

such a condition.

4

they evaporate in a year, or two years,

5

are laid off, or they are not funded.

if there is

And then all of a sudden,
or they

You know, how would you say that we

6

7

could put teeth into a condition where if the

8

need was there on some formulary basis, that we

9

are going to be guaranteed that these people are

10

going to be employed?

11

is that, yeah, we put in the condition, but then

12

who is going to enforce it and how do we enforce

13

it?

14

MR. PARKER:

You know, my -- my fear

Well, that gets back to the trust of the

15

DOT.

And -- and you are right, there's reason

16

for mistrust.
The -- the six inspectors that are there

17
18

working now, they -- they are not in danger of

19

being laid off.

20

and I think that's the key, permanently funded

21

positions.

22
23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Those are permanent positions,

Okay.

So not limited-term

appointments or anything like that?

24

MR. PARKER:

No, no, and not temporary hires either.

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

Thank you very much,
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Jeff.

2

MR. PARKER:

3

CHAIR CARROLL:

4
5

Thank you.

testifier?

Any further questions for the
Mr. Pontanilla.

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

I

just got

6

through reading the risk assessment that was

7

done.

8

inspectors and 3 dog handlers also doing

9

inspection, there's probably a possibility of

If we were to have like, say, 14

10

hiring part-time inspectors to pick up the

11

overload, what Member Johnson has just spoken

12

about.

13

whole bunch of people, and then all of a sudden

14

something happens, and you know,

15

corne in, and then we got all these people that

16

are just hanging around.

17

part-time inspectors to catch the overload, you

18

know,

19

take a look at.

20

MR. PARKER:

Sometimes we, you know -- we hire a

flights don't

But if we did have

I think that's an option that we should

Well,

I don't agree because what will

21

happen is the DOT will simply layoff everybody

22

once they get what they want.

23

This is big business, you talk about

24

internationalizing this airport.

Millions and

25

millions of dollars are going to be made by
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1

various individuals, and we can afford to have

2

these inspectors working for us.

3

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Well, that's my comment In

4

regards to, you know, the number of people t,hat

5

we hire.

6

MR. PARKER:

Can I make a suggestion?

Why don't you

7

have Anna Mae Shishido, the head of the

8

Department, come down here and explain to you

9

the difficulties.

10

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Yeah, probably we need

11

somebody from the State that can give us

12

manpower assessments.

13
14
15
16

MR. PARKER:

She could come if you call her to come.

She can't come on her own.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Any further questions for the

testifier?

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

20

One.

One.

Ms. Anderson.
Thank you, Chairman.

So as of 2002, Jeff, when we had

21

approximately 16 daily flights,

they were

22

requiring 19 inspectors and 4 dogs.

23

you be satisfied with that now, even though we

24

are looking at upwards of 30 flights a day

25

currently?

So would
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Well,

I am kind of being forced to

2

satisfied with that, so

3

don't see how you can pass these zoning changes

4

with nothing.

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

6

MR. PARKER:

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

MR. PARKER:

11
12

13

At a minimum?

I

At a minimum

you would be satisfied with that?

7

10

we need something.

Yes, ma'am.
Thank you very much, Jeff.

Thank you.

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.

Any further questions for the testifier?
Hearing none, thank you.
Ms. Nakata.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Oh,

Chairman, Mr. Chairman.

I'm sorry.
The conversation is getting

17

really interesting on these topics, but I think

18

we are straying way off what the topic is here.

19

We should be talking about the change in zoning

20

and the application that's before us.

21

in to international flights and lengthening of

22

the runway, that's not what is before us toda .

23

And I think when we

24

testimonies, I have some questions for Corp.

25

Counsel about what we as a body can and can't do

Tying it

after we hear the
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1

with this application as far as conditions.

And

2

so I would hope that we can get through the

3

testimony so we can get into the discussion

4

because I think we all realize the importance of

5

having this building built, and unless the

6

County is going to take it over and staff it

7

ourselves,

8

going to tell the State what to do on

9

building.

10

CHAIR CARROLL:

I don't see, you know, how we are
on this

Thank you, Ms. Tavares.

I have allowed a little extra latitude

11
12

than I usually would since this application does

13

have an affect on what is being discussed;

14

however,

15

need to not go too far afield over here because

16

we do have, and we all honor Sunshine Law,

17

make sure we keep to it where there is a nexus.

18

All right, Ms. Nakata.

19
20

21

MS. NAKATA:

I would remind the Members that vJe do

so

The next and last testifier who slgned

up on this item is Greg Westcott.
MR. WESTCOTT:

Good afternoon.

My name lS Greg

22

Westcott.

I am also a member of the alien

23

species action team.

24

meetings for the past seven years with the

25

specific goal of trying to protect Maui, to

We have been holding
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1

limit as much as possible the alien species

2

introductions at Kahului Airport.
The meetings were held in Honolulu for

3

4

the most part with a video hookup to Washington,

5

D.C., where we had representatives from Daniel

6

Inouye's office, and from the FAA, the

7

President's Council on Environmental Quality,

8

the Department of Interior and a few other

9

parties in D.C. as well as all the agencies in

10

Hawaii.
I can tell you that all of the

11

12

Congressional delegation from Hawaii are

13

enthusiastically in support of this project.

14

The $800,000 for the Kahului Airport risk

15

assessment came through the hard work of Patsy

16

Mink, and they are all 100 percent behind this,

17

as

18

lS

the Department of Interior.
This is seen by people allover the U.S.

19

as the first step in establishing a real

20

quarantine system for the U.S.

21

not working here just to protect Maui County,

22

this is to protect all of Hawaii and to

23

establish the standards, set the standards that

24

will apply throughout Hawaii.

25

This -- we are

I don't know if you know that there are
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1

two systems here on Maui, one for things coming

2

in and one for things going out.

3

coming in is the State responsibility,

4

everything going out is the Feds.

5

14 full-time inspectors and 1 dog, and 60

6

part-time inspectors.

7

with the need.

8

that leaves Hawaii.

9

Hawaii is inspected.

Everything

The Feds have

Their numbers fluctuate

They inspect every single bag
Not one bag that comes _:_nto

We have been saying that there's -- this

10
11

discrepancy has to be -- has to be cured for

12

many, many years, and the numbers that came out

13

of the risk assessment

14

scientific examination of our pest quarantine

15

system.

16

was anecdotal.

17

bad the system was, how leaky it was,

18

risk assessment confirmed our worst fears.

19

Before the Planning Commission, we

which is the first

Before this risk assessment, everything
We had no idea how good or how
and the

20

reached an agreement with the DOT, the Kahului

21

Airport Coalition, that they would put in the --

22

that the State was gOlng to try to provide the 9

23

additional inspectors to bring the number up to

24

14 as part of their SMA permit.

25

to ask that you do the same thing, that that

And I am here
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1

those 9 inspectors, that would bring the minimum

2

up to 14, and 3 dogs.

3

learned in the alien species action team over

4

all these years is that, one

5

MS. NAKATA:

6

MR. WESTCOTT:

Three minutes.
Three minutes?
dogs are essential.

7
8

the dogs.

9

first risk assessment,

10
11

Among the things we

We have to have

Jack Beardsley, who headed up the
said I love dogs,

and we

are all on board with that.
And also, that the FAA looks upon Cl.ll

12

airport inspection activities as essential

13

airport infrastructure that can be paid for with

14

the Airport Special Fund, so the money is there.

15

And I urge you.

I am here in support of

16

the zoning request, and I am urging you to put

17

the condition on that this building be staffed

18

and -- by the 14 and 3 before it opens.

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Kane.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

And

21

Mr. Westcott, thank you for your testimony.

22

Thank you for bringing to light the

23

affiliation that you have with the Kahului

24

Airport Coalition.

25

have in our binder, a settlement agreement that

And I am reading what we
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1

was signed the 20th day of January of this year.

2

And so you talked about the nlne, the number of

3

inspectors and dogs, which lS part of the

4

document.

5

MR. WESTCOTT:

Yeah.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

The key word that I heard you

7

say, which is not the same as what it says in

8

here, and so if you can provide clarity,

9

used the word "additional."

In here,

lS you

it doesn't

it just says, shall be 9

10

talk about additional,

11

inspector positions and 3 dogs at Kahului

12

Airport.
So help me understand so that we know

13
14

what we are trying to -- what we are trying to

15

achieve here.

16

you said additional for the total of 14 and 3.

17

MR. WESTCOTT:

The agreement says 9 and 3, and

Yeah, that's my understanding.

And I

18

think Dr. Wong is here.

19

Marsha Wienert was there when we made the

20

agreement.

21

understanding, that there are 5 inspectors now,

22

and that the State was going to seek 9

23

additional inspectors and 3 dogs.

24
25

He could clari fy t

\-1':::1

So I think that's everyone's

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

And I am glad that it's

clear in here and everybody understood in this
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1

agreement, anyway, that it comes down to what

2

the State Legislature -- the approach is going

3

to be to let the Legislature, that they are the

4

ones in the end -- not really in the end, but if

5

they appropriate the moneys and the resources,

6

then it becomes administrative.

7

to release funds and moneys and go out and do

8

the hiring?

9

MR. WESTCOTT:

Are they going

Yeah, we have been assured that

10

that -- that those moneys have been secured.

11

But we also know that the Department of

12

Agriculture is at the bottom of the food chain

13

in the Legislature, and that's all the more

14

reason for you folks to put the condition and

15

give us that boost that we need to get this

16

thing really happening.

17
18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

I

just have one

other question, Mr. Chair.

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

Proceed.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And thank you for pointing out

21

everything that comes in is something the State

22

takes care of, and everything that goes out is

23

something that the Feds take care of.

24

MR. WESTCOTT:

Yeah.

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Is there a correlation between
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1

that and why -- or maybe you can inform us,

2

Federal funding for what comes in as far as

3

helping the State be able to fund this project

4

and achieve what we are trying to achieve?

5

there getting -- are we getting Federal funding?

6

And I am asking this because you talked about

7

the enthusiastic support, et cetera,

8

But is that corning in the way of Federal

9

to help us do that?

And if not,

of

Is

et cetera.
lIars

is that
~lne,

10

something because there's a jurisdictional

11

that State takes care of everything that's

12

corning in, and State -- it is a State's issue,

13

not Federal jumping in and helping the State do

14

it?

15

MR. WESTCOTT:

Yeah, it's

it's kind of fuzzy,

and

16

I am not really sure of that.

I know that the

17

State was,

18

year to pay the Feds to inspect interline

19

baggage leaving the outer islands, which they

20

have been largely relieved of that money, and

21

that money can go to our own protection efforts.

22

But as for the Feds, there's been a movement to

23

try and get the Feds -- you know, people

24

exasperated with the poor state of our current

25

system have been advocating that the Feds take

for many years, paying $2.2 million a
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1

it over entirely.

2

long way and we are ready to do it ourselves.

3
4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

But you know, we have come a

Final question, Mr. Chair, and

it's -- it's a spinoff.

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

Proceed.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

This body has been faced in

7

many, many situations and circumstances that

8

when another agency, be it Federal and more

9

importantly the State, fails to come through,

10

this body has been asked time and time again to

11

pick up the tab.

12

Is it your oplnlon that this County in

13

the end, if that comes to bear, that you would

14

think that this body would be responsible for

15

picking up the tab for full -- full capacity,

16

you will, of 14 and 3, and that the County

17

taxpayer pays for that?

18

asked in many other instances to do it,

19

especially for Department of Ag issues, which

20

you referred to as at the bottom of the chain.

21

if

Because we have been

And in order for us to support the ag

22

industry, this County has paid for a lot of

23

that, and continues to pay it as we speak.

24

is another issue that, for us, we are going, oh,

25

State, if we are going to get wary with them,
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1

there going to be some collection of people and

2

the citizenry, going hey, we have got to do

3

this, so County, you know what, we are going to

4

go pay for it, too.

Something to think about --

5

6

MR. WESTCOTT:

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah, yeah.
-- if you are not ready to

8

answer, that's fine.

9

later about it.

10

State's obligation.

MR. WESTCOTT:

I will touch base with you

But as for the staffing In the future,

11

we have agreed that staffing will be determined

12

by future risk assessments, and that's the

13

scientific way to keep the staffing level where

14

it needs to be.

15
16
17
18
19
20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Westcott.

Chair, thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Chair.

Thank you for being here, Greg.

And

21

thank you for the work you have done to bring us

22

to this point.

23

owes you and your group, Masako, Jeff, those who

24

are concerned about alien species invasion, not

25

just because of your own businesses, but because

I think everybody in Maui County
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1

of the impact it would have County-wide, and we

2

are seeing that already with Miconia and coqui

3

frog,

4

consider -- considerable time and money, we

5

would not even be having this cargo and alien

6

species control facility being built.

7

you very much.

and were it not for your group, who spent

In the Memorandum of Understanding,

8

9

So thank

between these various Federal and State

10

agencies, there is a -- a paragraph regarding

11

funding for all measures that are spelled out in

12

this Memorandum of Understanding.
This Memorandum of Understanding,

13
14

Members,

15

that was just passed out.

16

is what resulted in the risk assessment

It says in here that,

first of all, that

17

the Federal agencies are committed to providing

18

Federal staff and Federal resources necessary to

19

carry out the terms of this plan.

20

also says that Hawaii Department of

21

Transportation pledges to provide funding,

22

including airport revenues, necessary to

23

implement the alien species action plan

24

measures.

25

And then it

So because HDOT is able to use airport
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1

revenues to fund the measures in the plan,

2

don't know why they need to get any additional

3

funding because the airport should be paying for

4

this out of airport -- airport revenues.

5

MR. WESTCOTT:

L

Well, we have been saying for years

6

that this is essential airport infrastructure.

7

It is a security system for the airport.

8

the FAA confirmed in a letter to the team that

9

all of these activities -- inspection, dogs,

And

10

buildings, equipment -- can be paid for from the

11

Airport Special Fund.

12

want to do it, I don't know if we can -- how you

13

can force them to do it.

14
15

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

MR. WESTCOTT:

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

22

23

funding

lS

not

I don't know if I could say that.

testifier?

Okay.

Thank you, Greg.

Any further questions for the
Hearing none, thank you.

Ms. Nakata.

20
21

Essentially,

a problem.

16

19

So if the DOT doesn't

MS. NAKATA:

Mr. Chair, there are no further

testifiers who have signed up.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Is there anyone in the audience who

24

wishes to give testimony, please come forward.

25

Anyone that has not given testimony that wishes
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to give testimony, please come forward.
Hearing none, Members,

objection, we will be closing testimony.

4

COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

6
7

if there's no

Testimony is now closed.

. END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY .
CHAIR CARROLL:

Members, we have with us today our

8

Planning Director, Mr. Foley; Joe Alueta,

9

Administrative Planning Officer, the Department

our

10

of Planning; Michael Miyamoto, Deputy Director

11

of Public Works and Environmental Management.

12

We were to have a police representative here.

13

don't see him right now, though.

14

Captain Val Martin, Department of Fire and

15

Public Safety; Ellen Kraftsow is on call, W

16

And we have our Corporation Counsel.

17

Also,

I

We have

er.

from the applicant, we have Brian

18

Sekiguchi, Deputy Director for the State

19

Department of Transportation, Airports Division.

20

Also Steve Takashima, Head Planner,

21

Matsushige, the Project Engineer.

22

and Gene

From the State Department of

23

Agriculture, we have Lyle Wong, who is the head

24

of the plant quarantine division,

25

Michael Miyamoto [sic] who is the applicantfs

and of course,
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consultant.
I will now open the floor for questions

2

3

from the Members.

4

end and work our way down.

5
6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair, may I make a point

first to request

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

I am going to start from that

Yes.
-- that we take a very brief

recess so that we can take care of our personal

10

needs, and then we can be back as soon as we

11

take care of that.

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

Mr. Kane, thank you.

It is three

13

o'clock, and it is time for a recess.

14

take a ten-minute recess and reconvene at 3:10.

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

CHAIR CARROLL:

17

RECESS:

3:00 p.m.

18

RECONVENE :

3:15 p.m.

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

We stand in recess.

(Gavel.)

meeting of October 19th, 2005,

21

session.

23

(Gavel.)

This Land Use Committee

20

22

We will

is now back in

Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chairman, my -- my intent

24

was to merely request for a recess, so I yield

25

the floor.

Thank you very much for that
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much-needed recess.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Ms. Tavares.

3

4

Thank you Mr. Kane.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chairman,

I would

5

like to hear from the State Airports Division

6

people, if there is a resource person here.

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

10

We have several.
Well, we wouldn't want them

to think they wasted their time coming to this
meeting.

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

12

MR. MUNEKIYO:

So, love to hear from them.
Mr. Munekiyo.
Mr. Chair, Mike Munekiyo on behalf of

13

DOT.

14

the State.

15

DOT; we have the project engineer, Gene

16

Matsushige; the Planner, Steve Takashima; as

17

well as Dr. Lyle Wong from the Department of

18

Agriculture.

19

introduce himself and be available for

20

questions.

21

We do have a number of individuals from
Brian Sekiguchi is the Deputy of the

So I will just have Mr. Sekiguchi

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Right.

Maybe you could ask

22

the Deputy to -- to help us out here.

23

been listening to the testimony about the number

24

of personnel and -- and dogs.

25

bring us up-to-date from your perspective

Can you, maybe,
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has transpired and what is agreed upon already?
MR. SEKIGUCHI:

Sure.

afternoon, Chair Carroll, Committee Members.

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

6

Deputy Director at the airports.

I am the

I have some

including Dr. Wong form the

Department of Agriculture.
But before we go to the staffing issue,

9

10

Thank you.

My name is Brian Sekiguchi.

staff here,
8

Let me just start off, good

could I

just say a few words about the airport?

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

Sure.

I think the talk about the average

13

number of flights, you know, it's -- the airport

14

fluctuates with seasonal activity, and I think

15

right now, our average is 21 flights a day_

16

Granted, you know, if you come during the

17

Christmas or holiday period, that will spike up.

18

But the average is 21 flights a day.
And I did want to say,

19

I do -- we are

20

sensitive to the concerns, but I did want to

21

reiterate from our point that we are a public

22

airport.

23

lot -- a bunch of grant assurances and grant

24

agreements with the Federal government, and as a

25

result, what we can do and can't do.

We are Federally funded.

h--",n
L iCl

v

t:::~:

'-,

C1

We have
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1

all kinds of restrictions.

Access

a key part

2

of that grant assurance agreement.

3

limit access.

4

issues, but the -- I guess the one thing I did

5

want to stress was we can't limit access as a

6

Federally-funded airport.

7

jeopardize the funding we get at Maui, we

8

jeopardize it in the statewide system for all 15

9

airports.

lS

We cannot

Granted, on -- we have growth

If we do, we not only

On the -- on the runway extension,

10

I

11

wasn't at the meeting that the director spoke

12

at, and I wasn't sure exactly what audience that

13

was, but I think he might have -- there might

14

have been miscommunicating.

15

have been talking more in a vision type of

16

perspective because to be honest, there is no

17

runway extension project in our program

18

currently.

19

improvement program, which goes out six years,

20

there is no runway extension project, and that's

21

for a good reason, as you all know.

22

could just allay some of your concerns regarding

23

that.

24
25

I think he might_

If you look at our capital

With that said,

So if I

I would like to

introduce Dr. Wong, because as my colleague In
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1

this effort, he can speak to the challenges we

2

have had with the personnel and the funding

3

issues, but I do want to assure you that DOT has

4

funded those 9 additional positions to bring it

5

up to 14 based on the settlement agreement.

6

have gotten the appropriations.

7

our 2005 and 2006 budget.

8

continue to ask for it in the upcoming biennium

9

budget, at the end of come springtime.

10

clearly a priority as far as DOT goes.

They are in

We are going to

It is

Dr. Wong.

11

12

We

MR. WONG:

Excuse me.

My name is Lyle Wong.

I am

13

head of the Plant Industry Division, in the

14

State Department of Ag, which includes plant

15

quarantine.

16

the -- in the division, but plant quarantine

17

the maJor program activity.

18

plant quarantine, we were very much involved in

19

the discussions here on Maui and have been since

20

the early '90s.

21

Now,

We have two other branches in
lS

And because of

I think there is a lot of

22

misunderstanding on what is happening here,

23

may say that.

24

calls for 14 inspectors available for work at

25

Kahului Airport.

It

The -- the settlement agreement

The -- all parties have agreed
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1

to that.

That would be State general-funded

2

positions as well as positions that are

3

ultimately funded through the Department of

4

Transportation.
Over a year ago, the Department of

5
6

Transportation agreed to fund six additional

7

quarantine positions for -- on Maui.

8

already funding three.

9

additional positions.

They were

They agreed to fund

SlX

These were temporary

10

civil service positions.

And the discussion

11

with the Department of Ag was that because of

12

problems filling temporary positions, the

13

Department of Ag would go to a -- to the 2005

14

Legislature and request that these positions

15

become DOA permanent positions funded by the

16

DOT.

17

would be six plus the three that are currently

18

funded by the DOT,

19

nine.

20

already have on Maui.

And that is the agreement.

for a six,

NOw,

so that

seven, eight,

Plus the general-funded positions that we

So the State Department of

21
22

Transportation, more than a year ago,

23

to fund additional positions to bring the head

24

count up to 14 available for work at Kahului

25

Airport,

for scheduling,

committed

for routine flight
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1

clearances, cargo clearances.

So as far as the

2

Department of Tran -- of agriculture

3

concerned, the Department of Transportation

4

early on committed to the manning to the point

5

of 14.

1S

Now, another thing that should be said,

6
7

the Maui risk assessment was done by the

8

Department of Ag and some of the critics wanted

9

others to do it rather than the Department of

10

Ag.

It was done by the Department of Ag Plant

11

Quarantine Program.

12

essentially designed the -- the protocol and

13

drafted and written up -- wrote the report.

14

was one, Carol Okada was another, Neil Reimer

15

was the third primary author of that report.

There are three of us that

I

We talked about 14 and we talked about

16

19 would give us an opportunity to run

17

19.

18

staff without much overtime, but we thought 14

19

would be fine.

20

because it doesn't make any sense to us ln

21

Honolulu that at an airport as small as

22

we would have a staffing larger than

23

International Airport.

24

problematic not only in our planning in the

25

Department of Ag, but for morale within the

We looked at 14 as a good number

hului,

Hono~u~u

And that would be
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1

program statewide, to have more inspectors on

2

the island of Maui than on Oahu available for a

3

shift at the international airport.

4

that we came up with, that 14 is a number that

5

would provide for equivalent coverage seven days

6

a week at Kahului, Maui, as was provided during

7

the five or six blitzes that we conducted

8

2000 or 2001.

9

Now, the 14

i~

We decide to work off of numbers that

10

were hard numbers rather than anecdotal, our

11

best guess as to what the risk might be through

12

that pathway, Kahului Airport, either through

13

planes, passengers, cargo.

14

best-guessing it, we decided to conduct a pest

15

risk assessment, where we had 100 percent

16

inspection, as best that we could conduct it,

17

for periods of two to three weeks over the 12

18

over a 12-month period, and that is what that

19

report is all about.

20

And rather than

Now, what I am saying is this is

the

21

14 inspectors can provide the same level of

22

coverage that we did during the period of a

23

blitz, 2000 and 2001.

24

we go 100 percent inspection of cargo and run

25

additional dogs through passenger and the

Now, we are hoping when
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1

carousel area, that what we are doing is we are

2

significantly mitigating risks of invasive

3

species entering Maui.

4

You also need to understand, however,

5

that when you look at what we found,

when we did

6

this, and come up with list of what we found

7

this, which is a lot more pests than we normally

8

find statewide or any comparable period of time,

9

that what we find is very little overlap between

10

what we had -- what we intercept during these

11

periods of time and what comes in and report --

12

and the reports of newly established pests that

13

come in every year.

14

between what we found at Maui and what comes in

15

yearly as newly established insects,

16

which may be pestiferous, and very little

17

overlap with the biological assessment which was

18

done at Kahului Airport.

19

when the Bishop Museum tried to find every bug

20

and crawling critter that they could find to see

21

if it was known to be established or newly

22

established or not known to be established,

23

there was very little overlap in these lists.

24
25

There's very little overlap

some of

What we tried to

Now, what that means is that there may
be pathways that we are not aware of.

It may
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1

mean that we are not looking hard enough at what

2

we are looking at.

3

effort has to be made to come up with a

4

quarantine program on Maui to mitigate risks of

5

new pests' entry.

6

the Department of Ag that the critical thing is

7

to solve the quarantine problem statewide.

8

can have the best quarantine program on Maui,

9

arguably,

It means that a lot of

And we have always felt in

We

and still lose the battle because if

10

it comes into Oahu or Lihue, Keahole,

11

eventually get to Maui.

it will

So what the Department of Ag has been

12
13

trying to do is figure out what we are up

14

against, what can we do with the available

15

resources that we have, do the best possible job

16

with available resources, and plan for new

17

program expansion as we get more resources.
Now,

18

regarding the 14 positions,

a jcac

19

ago, DOT agreed to give us 6 additional

20

temporary positions.

21

gave us 3.

22

Legislature gave these positions to the

23

Department of Ag as permanent civil service

24

funded by the DOT.

25

Maui,

They have -- they already

We went to the 2005,

the 2005

So the Department of Ag on

right now, Department of Ag, has available
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1

for work on Maui 14 -- 16 plant quarantine

2

positions.

3

Kahului, Maui, to meet the requirements of the

4

alien species action plan and the settlement

5

agreement for inspection programs under the

6

ASAP.

Fourteen available for work at

We have not filled 6 of those slots.

7

8

And we have not filled those slots because we

9

have not found qualified candidates to fill

10

those slots.

11

week and a half ago, the 12th, we made an offer

12

for interview to four.

13

accepted.

14

interviews did not have an adequate schooling

15

did not have adequate scores, which then begs

16

the question, how come in the State of Hawaii or

17

Maui County we cannot find qualified candidates,

18

individuals that have had -- that have degrees

19

in either biology,

20

horticulture, to fill high-quality professional

21

series positions.

22

ponder.

23

The last go-around, which was a

Two declined, two

And the two that accepted the

zoology, botany,

And that is something to

We will make every effort to fill all

24

the positions as quickly as possible.

One

25

proposal is that we go to Mainland recruitment,
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1

or that we do a better job going to University

2

of Hawaii and the community colleges to sell the

3

program.
DHRD did a remarkable thing, they put

4

5

together a package signed by the Governor to

6

recruit applicants to this professional series.

7

And we called DHRD two days ago,

8

They did not have any other certified -- any

9

additional certified applicants for interview

10

or yesterday.

for positions on Maui.
I think the Department of Ag is going to

11
12

have to work a lot harder to find these

13

individuals, and I

14

two from the Feds, but we will try.

15

doubt in my mind that we will the staffing by

16

the -- when the doors of this building open.

suspect we might get one or
There's no

17

But a couple of others points.

18

We have purchased four detector

gs for

19

our program from South Korea.

They are going to

20

arrlve either today, and if they don't arrive

21

today, they are going to arrive first thing next

22

week.

23

Taiwan.

24

and they were brought in two weeks ago, maybe

25

two and a half weeks ago.

We just brought in 3 detector dogs from
One of them was bred in New Zealand,

We are going to be
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1

bringing in an active dog trained in New

2

Zealand, and it should be here by the end of the

3

year.

4

assigned to Maui, so when we pick up the dog

5

handlers, they will have dogs ready to go.

So 2 of those dogs are going to be

The other point I wanted to make, there

6

also a misconception.

With the expansion of

7

1S

8

the airport, however the expansion might be,

9

facilities like the ASAP building, whatever, the

10

Department of Ag's role, Hawaii Department of

11

Ag's role is domestic inspection.

12

cargo, passengers, airplanes, coming in from

13

domestic points of departure,

14

the U.S. Mainland.

We inspect

in other words,

If you get 50 additional planes comlng

15
16

in from the Far East, we will not have anything

17

to do with that.

18

borders and customs protection.

That will be

19

looked at by Homeland Security.

USDA AFIS in

20

Hawaii, plant protection and quarantine, the

21

guys you see at the airport, they are inspecting

22

outgoing passengers to the U.S. Mainland.

That will be looked at by

So we have three programs in place, not

23

24

two,

in Hawaii, looking at quarantine issues:

25

The Hawaii Department of Ag, domestic U.S.
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1

Mainland comlng in; Homeland Security, looking

2

at foreign arrivals; and three, AFIS plant

3

protection and quarantine, the guys at the X-ray

4

machines,

5

the movement of our passengers and products to

6

U.S. Mainland markets.

7

three.

8
9

looking at quarantine restrictions on

It's not two,

it's

If we get more foreign flights into Maui
that's not going to be manned by us.

It's going

10

to be manned by Federal quarantine inspectors.

11

And when this facility is built, they are going

12

to be in a first-class facility that they don't

13

have anywhere in the United States as far as I

14

know.

15

whether or not we should have it,

16

should be a done deal.

17

Another thing,

So I don't think it is a question of
it's a

it

just as an editorial,

and

18

then I will conclude with this comment.

19

Department of Ag has supported improvements at

20

Kahului Airport first and foremost because we

21

want to -- we want that airport to better

22

capacity to service agriculture.

23

we can service agriculture in the State of

24

Hawaii, the best way to reduce pest risks in the

25

State of Hawaii in my opinion is to reduce

The

The best way
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1

agriculture imports into the State.

2

need to do is expand diversified ag in Hawaii,

3

we reduce the flow of agricultural products

4

coming into the state of Hawaii, we reduce the

5

flow of the -- of the worst pathway for -- the

6

biggest pathway for pest introduction into the

7

State, which is agricultural products.
And the final point I will make, after

8
9

What we

listening to the discussions here, the -- I

have

10

always seen the DOT and the airlines as a vendor

11

of service, providing a service.

12

community demands red romaine lettuce, organic

13

strawberries, and the host of other things, we

14

have got to bring stuff In.

15

always -- I have always seen the cost of plant

16

quarantine as a cost that should be borne by the

17

community.

18

is a cost that should be borne by the

19

department, the State department or a vendor of

20

servlce.

21

the discussion substantially.

22

that's just a personal opinion.

23

Because the

So we have

But it's been very easy to say this

And that has con -- I think confused

But that's the latest.

So that's --

We will make

24

every effort to fill the 14 positions, and we

25

will definitely have 14 plus 3 dogs ready to go
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when the doors open.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Ms. Tavares.

4

5

Thank you.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, thank you for the --

6

sharing that information with us.

In your plan,

7

is there also a process by which you reevaluate

8

your personnel or your staff needs depending on

9

a variety of conditions or circumstances, or are

10

you just tied into the -- whatever the number is

11

now?

12

MR. WONG:

No, the -- the settlement agreement I

13

think has language in there that -- that

14

additional staffing will be based on pest risk

15

assessments that are made at that airport as the

16

need for services clearly increase.

17

will decide what the staffing should be.

18
19
20
21
22
23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Then we

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Chair.

Thank you very much, Mr. Wong, for being

24

here and giving us more information.

25

very helpful.

That's

You said that there are now six
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positions that are unfilled;
MR. WONG:

1S

that correct?

There are six available DOT temporary

3

positions that we can fill right now.

4

a vacant general-funded State Department of Ag

5

quarantine position on Maui that can be filled

6

as well.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

8

MR. WONG:

9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

11

1S

We have -- so those are the numbers.

7

10

There

Seven.

Yes.
And so that means there are

currently seven positions filled?
MR. WONG:

We have nine positions filled.

We have

12

two positions that are funded by the DOT, that

13

are temporary positions.

14

that's -- a position funded by the DOT that's a

15

permanent Department of Ag position.

16

dog handler's position.

17

six, whatever it is, general-funded plant

18

quarantine inspector positions.

19
20

21

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

We have a DOT position

That's a

And we have five or

So can you tell us what the

pay is for these positions?
MR. WONG:

You know,

I don't know what the

22

entry-level pay

23

range.

24

probably entry level for all positions ln

25

division, or the Department of Ag for

1S.

I think it's in the 30,000

I should know that, but I don't.
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1

professional series.

2

number is, quite frankly.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I don't know what that

Well,

I am just wondering

4

because you say you are having a hard time

5

filling the positions and --

6

MR. WONG:

Well, we lose dog positions, dog handlers

7

to the Feds.

Dog handlers, that go to the Fed,

8

to the Federal quarantine, that work overtime,

9

can push six figures.

And that is a huge

10

problem for the -- because they are working long

11

hours.

12

COLA, and it's very difficult for us to keep

13

trained dog handlers.

14

dog handlers in Federal quarantine, the majority

15

have come from the State Department of

16

Agriculture.

17
18
19

They are working very long hours, at a

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I would say most of the

So how long have you been

trying to fill these positions?
MR. WONG:

We have been trying for over a year now.

20

In May, I think it was, the DOT -- the DOT came

21

to the decision that what they would do

22

establish six temporary, civil service

23

positions.

24

would give them to the Department of Ag to fill

25

for -- for work on Maui.

This 1das April of '04.

lS

And they

And so we took those
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1

six, we went to the 2005 Legislature and asked

2

for these positions to be permanent DOA

3

positions funded by the DOT, and the -- that was

4

approved.

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So you have been trying for

6

a year now to fill these positions.

What leads

7

you to believe that you will be able to fill the

8

positions any time soon?

9

these positions are needed for when the facility

Because it's not that

10

is opened; these positions are needed now.

11

were needed in 2002.

12

have that you can fill these positions.

13

MR. WONG:

The -- yeah

They

So what assurance do you

it took us maybe five

14

months once -- after tJlay, April 2004 to draft up

15

the job descriptions and then to get that

16

cleared through our personnel as well as DHRD

17

downtown,

18

we had a chronic problem with trying to find

19

qualified candidates on Maui, we went to DHRD,

20

and DHRD prepared a special recruitment package

21

that appeared in the newspapers.

22

recruiters took to the colleges to -- to talk to

23
24
25

in Honolulu.

And then it was -- since

And the DHRD

a plant quarantine
inspector, particularly on Maui.
And that got us a list of six
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1

applicants, and that list was not given us --

2

given to us immediately because of a lawsuit

3

that was being addressed by DHRD whether or not

4

some of the candidates, I am not sure for this

5

series but other series, were in fact residents

6

of the State.

7

resolved.

8

go ahead and interview the candidates that we

9

had available, because we knew -- we knew we

10
11

I don't think that's been

But we said what we needed to do was

were under this pressure to do so.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Now--

Mr. Wong, you already' told

12

us that earlier in your testimony.

13

trying to get at is specifically what assurances

14

can you give us that between now and in six

15

months or a year, you will have these positions

16

filled if you are having such difficulty now?

17

MR. WONG:

What assurance?

What I am

The only assurance we can

18

give you is that we will make every effort to

19

fill the positions.

20
21
22
23

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

But you are making every

effort now and it's not working.
MR. WONG:

No, not necessarily.

We have made an

effort --

24

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

25

MR. WONG:

That's what I am getting at.

we have made an effort and we will make
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1

every effort.

2

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

3

MR. WONG:

What is the extra effort?

We are meeting with the Dean of the

4

College of Tropical Ag tomorrow, here

5

Maui.

6

the College of Tropical Ag here tomorrow,

7

Maui.

8

recruit from USDA temporary inspectors that work

9

for USDA AFIS on Maui to see if we can bring

10
11

here on

We are meeting with the Associate Dean of
on

We will talk to USDA to see if we can

them within our ranks.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Is there any provision that

12

allows you to, because you have had such

13

difficulty, that allows you to recruit from the

14

Mainland?

15

MR. WONG:

You know,

I don't know the answer to that.

16

I brought up that question in staff meeting

17

yesterday, you know, whether or not we want to

18

consider that.

19

an offer, making offers to applicants that don't

20

meet the exam requirements, the score

21

requirements.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

23

other words?

24
25

MR. WONG:

Yeah.

What we did consider is making

Let me try that -Lower the standards,

in

We already changed the minimum

requirements, okay, to get a larger group of
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1

qualified applicants.

2

you said, lower the standard.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And so yeah,

just what

You mentioned that the

4

Federal government inspects international

5

flights.

6

future have international flights coming to

7

Maui, then Homeland Security would be doing the

8

alien species inspection?

9

MR. WONG:

So should we at some time in the

Homeland Security is -- they are doing

10

that at all international ports throughout the

11

United States right now.

12
13

14

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

They do alien species

inspections not just -MR. WONG:

They are -- they are inspecting for pests

15

in cargo, yeah, on Oahu.

16

September 11th, over half of the plant

17

quarantine inspectors with USDA AFIS in Hawaii

18

were transferred to Homeland Security.

19
20
21
22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

When -- after -- after

So they are trained for

that.
MR. WONG:

Yeah.

The problem is they are alSO

they also have a very high priority for

23
24

terrorists.

So there's -- there's a real

25

concern right now whether or not that same level
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1

of attentiveness to pests in cargo

2

And that's a concern that the National Plant

3

Board, all the states have.

4

departments around the United States have that

5

concern, whether or not Homeland Security is --

6

is as attentive as USDA AFIS has been over the

7

years.

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well,

lS

there.

All the agriculture

I hope that you follow

up on that for us because should we have

10

international flights, then we are at a greater

11

threat of alien species invasion.

12

I wanted to ask you, inter-island

13

flights,

14

Maui, are they inspected for alien species?

15
16

MR. WONG:
be.

say flights from the Big Island to

Not agricultural products.

They should

They should be.

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

18

MR. WONG:

Yes, they should be.

One of the risk assessments that we had

19

done,

I think it was the August one, we were

20

looking at alr cargo,

21

Maui.

22

when we look, when we do the blitz, we collect a

23

lot of samples for 10.

24

not In yet.

25

inter-island material was relatively clean.

inter-island, Oahu to

And all the numbers are not in because

So all those numbers are

But the impression is that the
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we are also looking at
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
frogs on them.
MR. WONG:

huge problem.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

MR. WONG:

9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

11
12

And so what lS your

Department doing to address it?

8

10

I mean, it's -- that is a

Absolutely.

5

7

As long as there's no coqUJ.

Coqui frogs?
To address inspection from

the Big Island to Maui?
MR. WONG:

Specifically, with respect to the COqUl

frog?

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

14

MR. WONG:

To anything.

The agricultural products moving from the

15

Big Island to Maui,

16

pathway that is.

17

coqui frog, that we know that they have a coqui

18

frog, because we have intercepted it, are

19

required to treat prior to shipment.

20

that are not known to have a coqui frog and

21

whose materials we have not been able to

22

the coqui frog are not required to treat.

23

I don't know how large a

Nurseries that have, say, a

Nurseries

Agricultural products that move from

24

Maui to the Big Island to Maui are occasionally

25

subject to inspection.

We don't have staff to
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1

look at all of it.

2

looked at in the same fashion that we looked at

3

agricultural products coming to Maui on domestic

4

flights through the blitz.

5

shortage of inspection capacity.

6

And it's certainly not being

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So there is a

The reason I ask that,

7

Mr. Wong,

is because, you know, once t. [-11. S

8

facility gets up and going and we have full

9

staffing, we will have a state-of-the-art alien

10

species inspection program that other islands

11

don't have.

12

line of defense here if we -- that only applies

13

to shipments from the Mainland, if we don't have

14

a line of defense against shipments from

15

inter-island?

16

CHAIR CARROLL:

So what good is it for us to have a

I mean, that's a gaping hole.

Excuse me.

I am going to stop this

17

line of questioning.

18

the facility on Maui and the three bills before

19

us.

20

we know enough about that already.

21

What transpires on other islands,

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Fine.

I think

I will go to my next

question.

22
23

The discussion is about

CHl'<~IR

CARROLL:

And the auestion was brouaht
.L

~

UP
~

24

earlier by one of the testifiers about this,

25

that inter-island is a problem, and that falls
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in with the rest.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Fine, Mr. Carroll,

I have

another question.
CHAIR CARROLL:

I think we really, not cutting you

5

short, but we are -- because we really do,

I

6

feel it, everybody has understanding of the

7

facility,

8

they are not doing and what we hope they will be

9

doing.

the requirements, and of course what

And I would hope that at this time we

10

could move on,

11

amendments after we get to the last bill, which

12

would be the zoning one, which would be the

13

appropriate place for amendments, then we can

14

start addressing specifics.

15
16

and then if anyone has any

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Fine.

I have another

question, Mr. Chair.

17

CHAIR CARROLL:

Proceed.

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

You know,

I think it's

19

totally appropriate that we address this as

20

thoroughly as we possibly can because the County

21

of Maui is funding eradication of alien specles

22

out of our pocket because the State has not had

23

a program in place that would prevent the

24

invasion of our island by alien species.

25

So this is our opportunity, Members.
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1

This is before us.

2

species and cargo facility,

3

building, for the very purposes of alien species

4

protection for this island.

5

gentlemen here before us, which we have not had

6

before, to address this issue.

7

if this

8

need to nail this down.

9

to do the homework, to be able to ask

lS

The subject is an alien
a cargo hold

And we have these

And I am sorry

taking too much time, but I think we
I have taken the time

10

intelligent questions, and I intend to ask them

11

on behalf of the people of Maui.

12

Mr. Wong,

in your Memorandum of

13

Understanding, there are various issues that

14

actually, actions that your Department is

15

supposed to take, and can you just tell me

16

am not going to take the time,

17

this out to the Members.

18

the time to go through all of them, but

19

ask you, in the risk assessment process, which

20

you people worked on, it says that,

21

Memorandum of Understanding, that along with

22

USDA, you folks will cooperate with the

23

appropriate agencies to develop a long-term

24

monitoring system and reassessment program or

25

process to ensure that changes in the

I

I have passed

I am not going to take
'v'J J....L ..1-

in your
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1

introduction of alien species through Kahului

2

Airport will be identified and evaluated quickly

3

enough to effectively modify the action plan to

4

address those changes.

Have you done that?

This is ongoing.

We haven't finished

5

MR. WONG:

6

doing that.

The three authors of the Maui risk

7

assessment -- myself, Carol Okada, Neil

8

Reimer -- we were in Australia two weeks ago, we

9

were in New Zealand a week ago, meeting with

10

their security people and their quarantine

11

officials, harbors, airports, ships, trying to

12

figure out what programs they have in place that

13

we can bring to Hawaii to actually mitigate a

14

risk, reduce the risk of a pest entering the

15

State, like a red imported fire ant, and to have

16

programs that are risk reducing rather than what

17

we might conclude at some point in time was

18

pretty neat looking but really didn't mitigate a

19

risk.
So we are trying to figure out how they

20

They got the Varroa mite before we did,

21

do it.

22

which just about wiped out their bee industry.

23

They

24

did, we don't have the red imported fire ant.

25

So it's not like we are not keeping out pests,

imported fire ant before
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1

but clearly within the tenure of the current

2

administration we are probably going to get the

3

red imported fire ant and we will probably get

4

the Varroa mite.
So we are trying to figure out what can

5
6

we adopt from the best quarantine programs In

7

the world, bring it here,

8

reasonable budgets that are going to be

9

available to us.

10
11

implement within the

So we are trying to do this,

and it's ongolng.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Excellent.

And so all the tasks that are spelled

12
13

out in this Memorandum of Understanding, has

14

your Department fulfilled those tasks, or are

15

working on them?

16

MR. WONG:

You know,

I don't remember what they all

17

are.

18

Memorandum of Agreement.

19

species action plan I had recommend that we not

20

sign in '98, because there are portions of it

21

that I didn't like.

22

amended, and the settlement agreement,

23

is a decent document.

24

were some things that were onerous to the

25

Department of Ag, onerous to the airlines,

We spent a lot of time looking at the
Actually, the alien

But I think it has been

Now,

so,

I think,

I am sure there
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1

onerous to others, loved by others, that have

2

been addressed.

3

As far as the settlement agreement,

4

satisfied with that.

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

6

much.

7

input.

8
9
10
11

12

Some may have been taken out.
I am

All right, thank you very

We really appreciate your giving us your
Thank you.

CHAIR CARROLL:

Members, further questions for any of

the resource people?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Ms. Anderson.
Yes,

I would like to have

Mr. Sekiguchi come back up.
Hi, thank you for being here.

You

13

mentioned that you can't limit access, Federal

14

FAA requirements; you would lose fundinq or

15

something.

16

limiting access, what does that mean?

17

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

Could you be more specific by

Yeah,

I wish the FAA representative

18

was here today, but he couldn't make it.

But as

19

a Federally-funded airport, once we accept

20

Federal funds in a public airport,

21

wants to fly to Maui or fly to Honolulu or

22

Lihue, we have to make accommodations.

23

doesn't mean we have to like, you know; build

24

brick and mortar extensions to the existing

25

terminal or what have you, but it means we have

if a carrier
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1

to get them a gate, we have to get them a ticket

2

position.

3

facilities,

4

or function.

5

We have to get them baggage
and everything they need to operate

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So are you saying that

6

anybody who wants to access our airport, that we

7

have to allow it, so that we can't -- we cannot

8

limit capacity to our airport?

9
10

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

Yes, ma'am.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

11

motivator, then,

12

positions filled?

13

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

So that would be a

for you to get all these

Most definitely.

14

Lyle,

15

positions in DOT airports alone,

16

climate of unemployment,

17

people to take State positions, although there's

18

a lot of other benefits from State posltlons

19

also.

20

right now.

21

out for trying to find ways to increase the

22

salary band, get exceptions maybe to hire folks

23

from the Mainland.

24

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

25

I mean, Dr. Wong,

And I feel for

But it's tough.

I know having 1200
I mean,

in this

it's not easy to find

It's tough recruiting

We have to -- even I -- I have to go

And have you gotten those

exceptions?
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1

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

2

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

3

4
5

6
7

For select positions.
So maybe we can do that for

these positions, if we can't fill them.
MR. SEKIGUCHI:

And you have to go through the

Attorney General's office for that.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

Thank you for

clarifying that.

8

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

You are welcome.

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

Members, any further questions before

10
11

the Chair gives his recommendation?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Mr. Hokama.

Quickly, Chairman.

Maybe the applicant's representative,

12
13

Mr. Munekiyo, can respond on behalf of his

14

client,

15

responses given by specific departments,

16

Mr. Chairman, if I may.

17
18
19

just two quick questions on the

CHAIR CARROLL:

Mr. Munekiyo, please come to the

podium.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Mr. Munekiyo,

I am looking at

20

the Department's submittal to us.

21

their docket, there's a comment by Office of

22

Hawaiian Affairs, the Department has made it 19

23

and 20,

24

it's part of -- it was mentioned,

25

concern on the County's part regarding

responses.

On page 10 of

Is there anything,

since

is there any
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1

or not it is ceded lands and whether or not

2

percentage of revenue of 20 percent is still

3

something outstanding within State departments?
I have

4

I have read airports' comment

5

that it is not an issue, and yet another State

6

department has stated that as an lssue.

7

MR. MUNEKIYO:

As a follow-up to the Planning

8

Commission's meeting, the State DOT did request

9

confirmation from OHA regarding the ceded lands

10

issue, and I believe staff may have passed out

11

OHA's written response, and in that writ_ten

12

response of August 29th of this year, OHA

13

confirmed that none of the lands at Kahului

14

Airport are ceded lands,

15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

so to speak.
And then the last

16

question I have is U.S. Department of

17

Agriculture, Natural Resource Division, their

18

comment regarding drainage and recommendation of

19

additional improvements,

20

already mitigated by your architects or your

21

engineers for this project?

22

MR. MUNEKIYO:

is that something

That is correct.

There lS a drainage

23

plan in place for the apron area, or all areas,

24

actually, where increased runoff will be

25

generated.

And the concept involves discharging
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1

the flows to the adjoining Kalialinui drainage

2

channel which right adjacent to the facility.

3
4

5
6

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

our north shore, our ocean?
MR. MUNEKIYO:

That channel discharges at the Kanaha

Pond -- Kanaha Park,
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

8

Kanae [sic] is a,

9

area,

10

Does that channel drain in.to

lS

MR. MUNEKIYO:

I believe.

Okay.

So saying that,

since

I guess, a protected wildlife

there any concern
I'm sorry -- just to clarify, Kanaha

11

Beach Park, there's that -- the outlet for the

12

drainage channel

13

Kanaha Park.

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

lS

at the Kite Beach area of

Is there any -- should. there

15

be any concern on our part regarding what can

16

enter the drainage system, whether it be toxic

17

or -- or what we would consider hazardous

18

materials from either the inspection facilities

19

or other means?

20

MR. MUNEKIYO:

I don't think so much from the

21

inspection facilities, but there are,

I think,

22

design measures which the Airports Division is

23

looking at with respect to any kind of petroleum

24

residue,

25

the apron area itself.

for example, which may be a runoff from
And I think there are
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1

design-specific engineering measures that they

2

are looking at right now.

3

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I may have missed it in my

4

review of the documents.

5

of Ag going to handle either destruction,

6

appropriate destruction,

7

pests and invasive species?

8
9

MR. MUNEKIYO:

How is the Department

or removal of those

That's probably better answered by

Dr. Wong.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

It's incinerated.
Dr. Wong, again,

I apoloqize

12

if you have made comment previously, but if you

13

would please give your comments on disposal or

14

destruction of either hazardous material or

15

invasive species found.

16

MR. WONG:

Infested materials, the DOT has purchased

17

two 24-foot containers, Matson -- I don't

18

know -- sea containers, one for freezing and one

19

for refrigeration.

20

destruction by freezing.

21

protocol, but its' available to us.

22

samples for destruction have gone to Puunene for

23

the incinerator, which is also sort of

24

problematic because you have got to haul it

25

there, and some containers have been put back on

There's a protocol for
Kind of cumbersome
Some of the
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the airplanes and sent back to the Mainland.
So, we are not doing space fumigation

3

with methyl bromide on Maui, as far as I know.

4

But that may be something we need to look at

5

because that would be a quick -- quick

6

destruction method.

7
8
9
10

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you for your comment.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Any further questions from the Members

11

before the Chair gives his recommendation?

12

have three bills before us.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

CHAIR CARROLL:

15

We

Your recommendation, Chair?

Ms. Anderson made a request before

you called for the

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

18

Mr. Chairman.

And we do have someone here from

19

Public Works.

If Members want to follow,

20

Exhibit 10 from the Department, Department's

21

report, there's a letter from Public Works.

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

Oh.
I

just have one question,

Public Works is coming down.

on

Try

23

wait until they get down, then you can ask your

24

question.

25

Proceed, Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

So this letter was written in June of

2

I hope you can help me out, Mike.

On

3

'04.

4

Item 9, requires that a hold-harmless agreement

5

be executed before Wastewater Reclamation

6

Division will give recommendations for final

7

approvals.
Can you tell me why this lS required and

8
9

what it's for?

10

MR. MIYAMOTO:

Mr. Chair,

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

12

MR. MIYAMOTO:

if I may respond.

Proceed.
It is a standard condition that

13

Wastewater Division always has In there

14

because

15

Number 1, although wastewater system capacity is

16

currently available as of June 9, 2004, the

17

developer should be informed that the wastewater

18

system capacity cannot be ensured until the

19

insurance -- issuance of a building permit.

20

--

because if you look at Comment

So it's just an agreement that the

21

developer agrees, doesn't hold the County

22

responsible that they proceed, and then if at

23

the time they come for building permits there

24

isn't capacity available, then they -- they

25

cannot take action against the County.
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1

basically what it is.

2

the County in the event that for some reason

3

there isn't wastewater capacity available when

4

they come in for their building permits.

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

6

limited?

7

MR. MIYAMOTO:

It's -- it's to protect

Is our capacity that

In the Kahului area, no,

it isn't, but

8

it's just a standard condition that we have in

9

there just to protect the County.

10

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well, that's not very

11

reassuring for somebody who is investing a lot

12

of money to go forward on a project, to be held

13

up at the end because there's no wastewater

14

capacity.

15

go out for review that there will be capacity

16

for them and then set aside that capacity?

17

MR. MIYAMOTO:

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

19

MR. MIYAMOTO:

Don't we give them assurances when we

Mr. Chair, if I may respond.
Yes.
You are asking if we want to give them

20

advanced allocation of capacity prior -- not

21

knowing how long their development may take

22

or -- and that's one of the things that has

23

occurred, that they can come in for the

24

comments, and the development doesn't take place

25

right -- immediately.

So we try to go a first
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1

come, first served basis.

So whoever gets their

2

building permit will be allocated capacity.

3

So if this development takes,

4

example, 10, 15 years, then it's hard to save

5

that allocation for them for that many years.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

for

I think there's probably a

7

more logical way to go about it, but that's an

8

explanation I will accept.

9
10

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Members, any further

questions?
The Chair will now give his

11
12

recommendation.

We have three bills before us.

13

The Chair will entertain a motion to pass a bill

14

entitled,

15

STATE LAND USE DISTRICT CLASSIFICATION FROM

16

AGRICULTURAL TO URBAN FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT

17

KAHULUI, MAUl, HAWAII FOR THE KAHULUI AIRPORT

18

AREA. "

"A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So moved.

20

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Second.

21

CHAIR CARROLL:

22
23

Been moved by Ms. Tavares,

by Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER TJlJJARES:

seen

d

Discussion, Ms. Tavares.
Yeah;

I am glad we are

24

getting to this point, finally.

I don't know if

25

there's going to be any amendments or thinking
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1

of what's happening here, but we have been

2

discussing this airport for -- somebody said

3

what, when they were still single?

4

still single, and we are still discussing it.

Yeah,

I am

So I think that all of us in the

5
6

community are very much supportive of doing

7

whatever it is that we can to get this aIle.

8

species action plan implemented, and the key to

9

this plan being implemented is the building and

10

its supporting structures, the apron in

11

particular.

12

can't fill all the positions, we don't open the

13

doors.

14

we can remember, as we went through budget not

15

too long ago, we have exactly the same problem

16

in Maui County.

17

available, open, we have planners open,

18

technicians in GIS, and MIS, not to mention

19

police, teachers, nurses.

20

allover the place because we are blessed or

21

cursed with a very low unemployment rate.

22

So we do have our problems, and I

I don't think the choice is if we

And positions throughout Maui County, if

We have engineering positions

We have got shortages

23

believe that we are

one

24

possible -- I guess the suit that's being

25

brought up to allow more open recruitment
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1

outside of the State of Hawaii.

I think tJiat,

2

will greatly enhance our ability to fill all

3

kinds of positions, and I am sure when we go up

4

and down the State lists of open positions, they

5

are having the same problems that we are having.
So I think that we have to weigh, you

6
7

know, that with do we move forward or do we

8

wait?

9

don't have sufficient number of inspectors,

10

maybe we are going to have to pay overtime.

11

even if we can only inspect, you know,

12

75 percent instead of 100 percent, we are

13

inspecting 75 percent.

14

at least 75 percent coverage versus zero.

15

am, you know, very supportive of this.

16

we all have our challenges, and I would hope

17

that we can move this whole project forward.

18

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

19

And I say we don't wait.

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

20

Ms. Anderson.

21

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

22
23

Because if we

But

And that's offering us
So I

I think

Further discussion?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

too am fully in support of this project.

I

The -- the action plan

24

that called out for 14 inspectors was for the

25

capacity at that time, which was 20 flights a
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1

day.

We have now almost doubled it.

2

don't think the building is the key; the

3

personnel is the key.

4

sitting there without people to operate its

5

function means nothing.
So,

6

And I

You know, a building

I think we need to add some extra

7

motivation in the mix to make sure that we

8

these positions filled,

9

If that means they have to go and get exemptions

and whatever it takes.

10

and recruit from the Mainland, so be it.

11

they haven't filled the positions In the last

12

three years, and the funding is there.

There's

13

no reason otherwise holding them back.

So I

14

would like to make an amendment to the main

15

motion.

16

CHAIR CARROLL:

Excuse me.

But

One moment, Ms. Anderson.

17

I would like to see if this is a proper bill to

18

put the amendment on, that's why.

19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

We

You don't even know what my

20

amendment is yet, Mr. Chairman, if you would let

21

me finish.

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

All right.

You may proceed.

I

23

thought it was the one that you passed out,

24

that's why.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well, you know, before you
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1

end-run me,

2

matter and the description of the project is a

3

general purpose apron and alien species action

4

plan building Community Plan Amendment, District

5

Boundary Amendment, and change in zoning to

6

allow for a general purpose apron to support the

7

alien species action plan building and cargo

8

hold buildings.

9

possibly think that my amendment could not apply

10

I would like to say that the subject

So I don't know how you could

to this application.

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13

CHAIR CARROLL:

That's not what he said.
Because we are
Ms. Anderson,

I didn't

I didn't
I was

14

say it didn't apply to the application.

15

trying to bring to your attention that we have

16

three bills before us for this application, and

17

which bill it would be most appropriate --

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

I am sorry, Mr. Chairman.

-- and that's is what I'd asked you

20

to wait moment so I could determine which bill

21

it would be more appropriate for you to put your

22

amendment.

23

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

25

Thank you very much.

Now, Corporation Counsel, we have

three bills before us.

I believe the last bill
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1

would be the one that would be the most

2

appropriate, the bill for zoning, to have this

3

amendments on.

4

for the Members.

5

MS. YOUNG:

And if you could please confirm

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Typically, under conditional zoning, the

6

7

Council lS empowered to place reasonab1e

8

conditions to prevent circumstances which may be

9

adverse to public health, safety, convenience or

10

welfare, and that lS one bill where such a

11

reasonable condition maybe placed.

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

MS. YOUNG:

16

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

17
18
19

Ms. Anderson.
I will wait

The zonlng.

Zoning.
-- for the change in zoning

portion of the bill, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Thank you Ms. Anderson.

Any further discussion on the motion on

20

the floor?

Hearing none, all those in favor,

21

please signify by saying aye.

22

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

Opposed?

Motion carried.

24
25
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1

2
3

4

5

VOTE:

AYES:

6

Councilmembers Anderson, Hokama,
Johnson, Kane, Mateo, Molina,
Tavares, Vice-Chair Pontanilla,
and Chair Carroll.

7

8
9

NOES:
EXC. :
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

None.
None.
None.
None.

10

MOTION CARRIED

11

ACTION:
Recommending FIRST READING of
proposed district boundary amendment bill.

12
13

CHAIR CARROLL:

The second bill before us,

the Chair

14

would entertain a motion to pass the revised

15

proposed bill transmitted by the Department of

16

Corporation Counsel by correspondence dated on

17

October 12, 2005, entitled,

18

ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE WAILUKU-KAHULUI COMMUNITY

19

PLAN AND LAND USE MAP FROM AGRICULTURAL TO

20

AIRPORT FOR THE PROPERTY SITUATED AT KAHULUI,

21

MAUl, HAWAII, FOR THE KAHULUI AIRPORT AREAl!.

22

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

So moved.

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Second.

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

25

by?

I am sorry.

"A BILL FOR AN

Who -- the motion was

Mr. Pontanilla, seconded by Ms. Tavares.
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Discussion, Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Chair,

I think this

3

amendment -- this bill will give the area the --

4

give this facility the required area as far as

5

the apron itself, which is .507 acres.

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Further discussion on the motion on the

7

8

floor?

Hearing none, all those in favor of the

9

motion, please signify by saying aye.

10

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

12

VOTE:

AYES:

14

16

Motion carried.

Councilmembers Anderson, Hokama,
Johnson, Kane, Mateo, Molina,
Tavares, Vice-Chair Pontanilla,
and Chair Carroll.

13

15

Opposed?

NOES:
EXC. :
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

None.
None.
None.
None.

17
MOTION CARRIED
18
ACTION:

Recommending FIRST READING of
revised proposed community plan
amendment bill.

CHAIR CARROLL:

The third and the last bill, the

19
20
21
22

Chair will entertain a motion to pass the

23

revised proposed bill transmitted by --

24

transmitted by the Department of Corporation

25

Counsel by correspondence dated on October 12,
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1

2005, entitled,

"A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO

2

CHANGE ZONING FROM AGRICULTURE AND INTERIM

3

DISTRICTS TO AIRPORT DISTRICT, CONDITI

4

ZONING FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT KAHULUI, MAUl,

5

HAWAII FOR THE KAHULUI AIRPORT AREA".

6

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

So move.

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Second.

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

9

10

Moved by Mr. Pontanilla.

Ms. Tavares.

Seconded by

Discussion, Mr. Pontanilla.

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

I yield to

11

Member Anderson In regards to her proposed

12

amendment.

13

CHAIR CARROLL:

Ms. Anderson.

14

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you very much,

15

Mr. Pontanilla.

16

zoning bill to add a condition to read,

17

further expansion of airport capacity will be

18

initiated until the alien species protection

19

program

20

4 dogs".

lS

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

24
25

"No

fully staffed with 14 inspectors and

21

23

I move to amend the change in

Second.

Being moved by Ms. Anderson,

by Ms. Johnson.

seconded

Discussion, Ms. Anderson.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Members, as you will note,

I c.hanqed
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1

that figure from 19 inspectors to -- to 14

2

inspectors.

3

that's workable.

4

And I think that we need to strongly motivate

5

Department of Ag, State DOT, and everybody at

6

the State level to make sure -- to do whatever

7

is necessary to get these positions filled.

They have the funding for it.

And I think the amendment allows some

8

9

I think that that's something

latitude because we were told also today by Mr.

10

Sekiguchi that, despite what his Department's

11

director has told two groups of people on Maui

12

over the last two weeks, that they don't have

13

any current plans for airport runway extension.

14

But we already know, Members, that

15

airport capacity and in this term I'm -- you

16

know,

17

may have chosen the wrong word here, as far as

18

airport capacity.

19

number of arrivals -- I mean, the more-- in the

20

last four years, we have -- airport arrivals

21

have risen from 20 -- anywhere from 16 to 20 a

22

day, to now 25 to 32 a day, depending on the

23

season, and that's just in four years.

24
25

I am not hip to airport terminology,

and I

The intention is is the

So how much more expansion will there be
between now and the time that this facility
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1

built in '07?

2

today, an ounce of prevention is worth a pound

3

of cure because we are feeling it in our County

4

taxpayer pocketbook every budget session when we

5

have to put out money to eradicate alien species

6

on our island that is really a State

7

responsibility.

8

fulfill their responsibility and to get us the

9

inspectors that we need to prevent further

10

We all know,

as Mr. Parsons said

So I am asking the State to

invasion of our island, and our economy.
And I think that forcing them to do

11

12

that, through this condition, is one way we have

13

to assure ourselves that we are not going to be

14

spending County money to eradicate more alien

15

species that may invade our island because of

16

lack of inspectors.
So I am hoping that I can get support

17

I think it is a

18

from this from the Members.

19

fair condition.

20

more restrictive condition, but I don't think it

21

lS.

22

to par before they expand the airport any

23

further.

24
25

And it could have been a much

I think it's just allowing them to come up

So I ask -- respectfully ask for a
Members' support, and I know that if we
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1

put this condition in, that all the alien

2

species community who are working very hard to

3

eradicate the devastating threats that are

4

currently on our island would be most

5

appreciative.

6

them, we need to protect them from having to

7

fight further invasion on our island.

Besides the money that we fund

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

8
9

CHAIR CARROLL:

Ms. Anderson, one,

just, thing for --

10

I would like to ask you for clarity.

11

expansion,

12

considered an increase in arrivals?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

14

CHAIR CARROLL:

16
17

So airport

future airport expansion would be

13

15

···.t

Yes.

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson, and followed

by -COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Just a point of clarification,

for the maker --

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

Yes.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

-- and I don't have any

20

questions right now

I mean, comments, but if

21

I can ask the maker of how we arrived at 4 dogs?

22

When I was reading the MOU,

23

I am not -- and again,

24

we're at 4 and not 3, and how we arrived at that

25

number.

I think it was 3, if

just for clarity, how
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1

CHAIR CARROLL:

Ms. Anderson.

2

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

And I am referencing the

4

settlement agreement that was signed off by the

5

coalition as well as the Department of

6

Transportation.

7

number of inspectors and dogs, regarding the

8

funding, which I think they have already got.

9

But there, they list nine inspector positions

And I believe on page 3, under

10

and three dogs, and so I am just trying to

11

get -- correlating that with the amendment.

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Actually, the document,

14

Members, that we should be looking at --- this

15

Memorandum of Understanding is what initiated

16

the need to do the risk assessment.

17

risk assessment is what calls out for the 14

18

inspectors.

19

the risk assessment yet.

You know,

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

CHAIR CARROLL:

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And the

in '98, they had not done

But the question

lS

on the dogs.

Only on the dogs.
I understand that.

23

understand that.

24

Memorandum of Understanding, and it

25

this risk assessment that we should be

I

But he is referencing the
lS

. 1 '

acr~
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referencing as far as what is called out as

2

necessary to make the program work.
And I believe I added -- made the 4 dogs

3
4

because of the 19 inspectors, but because I am

5

changing it back to 14, I will change the dogs

6

back to 3.

However

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

10

If there's no
- he's already told us that

they've got the dogs,
CHAIR CARROLL:

All right.

so that's great.
If there's no object on,

11

the motion to amend the main motion to change

12

the number from 4 to 3 for the dogs.

13

objection?

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

16
17
18

Any

No objection.

Thank you.

Further discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Johnson.

Mr. Chair, before we --

sorry.

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

That's all right.

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

For a point of clarification,

21

I think that if we are going to, you know,

22

among ourselves define what capacity is, we

23

actually should have it in the amendment, if

24

Ms. Anderson would like to expand on that.

25

CHAIR CARROLL:

just

Yes, the Chair is concerned about how
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1

we are defining capacity, because otherwise, we

2

could have great difficulty in the future.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

6

Do you want a recess?
No.

I think it's very easy

to do, if I may, Mr. Chair.

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

I will reword it.

Okay.

That -- all right, proceed.
No further -- rather than

say "expansion," no further increase in airport

10

arrivals will be allowed until the alien specles

11

protection program is fully staffed with 14

12

inspectors and 3 dogs.

13

CHAIR CARROLL:

All right.

Is everybody clear on

14

that, or would you like it repeated one more

15

time?

16

language clarifying -- the clarification?

17

objection?

18

there any further discussion?

19

Is there any objection to that change In
No

We have the motion on the floor.

Is

I am sorry.

Finally, we are going to get to

20

Ms. Johnson.

Ms. Johnson.

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I totally support the purpose

22

and the intent.

I think the challenge for us is

23

going to be on enforcement.

24

troubles me all the way along when we put in

25

conditions of any kind.

That is what

But I think that in
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1

support of the Memorandum of Understanding,

2

in response to the testimony that we have

3

received from the individuals that are directly

4

involved in this,

5

put some language in there that really addresses

6

the increase in the actual numbers of both

7

arrivals and passengers coming in because what

8

this, in my view,

9

the way it's been proposed, there's 14

and

I think it's appropriate to

is tied to is that currently,

That's -- that's based

10

inspectors and 3 dogs.

11

on right now, what has been promised.

12

If at some future assessment, which is

13

also indicated in all the supporting data that

14

we have,

15

and reevaluation is needed, then I think it

16

would be appropriate to reevaluate this

17

particular number.

18

if at some future time a reassessment

I support the purpose and intent.

I

19

think it's going to be very difficult to

20

enforce.

21

not an attorney.

22

additional language or any alternative language

23

that could be proposed that at least would

24

accomplish what we want to do, that's fine.

25

for the time being,

And that's my only concern, but

T

am

If the attorneys have any

I will support this.
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CHAIR CARROLL:

I would ask Corporation Counsel if --

to comment on Ms. Johnson's comments.
MS. YOUNG:

In my previous discussion with Mr.Giroux,

4

he requested additional time to research this

5

issue of the proposed amendment, the language of

6

the proposed amendment, to provide you a full

7

analysis.

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Mr. Chair, if I understand,

then, what you are saying, Cindy, you are saying

10

that at this time, you are not sure about the .

11

way that it's worded, or about the

12

enforceability, or you are just not sure about

13

the subject matter and whether we have purview?

14

MS. YOUNG:

That would be correct, that it's both the

15

language itself, whether it's tight enough,

16

you will, and also with the respect to whether

17

this condition meets any legal scrutiny, whether

18

that's constitutional or what have you.

19

would need to do that analysis.

20

had requested time to do that analysis.

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

if

So we

And Mr.Giroux

In view of that,

22

me ask you a question, then.

23

having this discussion,

24

motion, at least for the time being,

25

and then we have an amendment or proposed

let

Because we are

let's say that the
is tabled,
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1

amendment that comes at first reading.

Is that

2

going to create any kind of a problem,

3

in terms of the actual Committee report coming

4

out, or not reflective of what was really

5

discussed in Committee?

I mean,

Because I know so many times we want to

6

7

have things come to the full Council that are

8

clean.

9

same token,

I don't want to hold this up, but by the
I don't want to get into a big,

10

long, protracted discussion, again, that people

11

are going get cranky about at first reading.

12

could you address that.

13

MS. YOUNG:

So

Just based on a Sunshine Law type of

14

analysis, probably the safer approach is to have

15

that amendment in place and have Mr.Giroux's

16

opinion prior to first reading.

17
18
19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So you are saying before the

Committee report even comes out?
MS. YOUNG:

That if it's the Committee's desire to

20

have the amendment, that it should -- that

21

that's the way that the Committee should ----

22

should act, and then Mr.Giroux could provide

23

that legal opinion prior to first reading of

24

this bill.

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

Well, when you say
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1

prior to the first reading of the bill,

2

assuming it's at the Council meeting.

3
4

5

MS. YOUNG:

Correct.

I am

Prior to full Council's first

reading of this bill.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

I would defer to

6

Ms. Anderson as to what she wishes to do based

7

on the comments that you have made.

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

Before that, Mr. Molina.

9

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

In the interest of doing our due

10
11

diligence and being fair to hearing both sides,

12

if there are no objections, could I get comment

13

from the State or their representative with

14

regards to the proposed amendment?

15

to make sure that if this condition is passed by

16

this Committee, that there are no ramifications

17

in terms of fundings from the Feds.

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

You have the same mind.

I

just want

I was just

19

going to call the Department of Transportation

20

now.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

23

MR. MUNEKIYO:

24
25

Thank you, Chairman.

Mr. Munekiyo.
Thank you Mr. Chair.

Mike Munekiyo.

Couple of points, and I

will then turn the podium over to Mr. Sekiguchi.
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I think the -- from a planning and

1
2

zoning standpoint,

I

just want to, maybe,

call

3

this to the attention of the Committee.

4

understand it, whenever conditions are attached

5

to requests for zoning, the conditions are

6

generally framed -- or in fact,

7

recall,

8

entitlement request.

9

entitlement be approved, certain things are

As I

as far as I can

framed to mitigate the impacts of that
In other words,

should the

10

going to happen.

And as a result, then

11

conditions are placed to mitigate.

12

sure if this particular condition falls within

13

that type of framework,

14

Counsel will be looking at the

15

applicability of the condition on this set of

16

circumstances.

so I am glad that Corp.

And with that, Mr. Chair,

17

I am not

the

I would like

18

to have Mr. Sekiguchi speak to the funding

19

issues.

20

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

Chair Carroll, Committee Members,

the'

21

project consists of approximately 19 million in

22

Federal funding.

23

which you folks are

24

would -- I would be most positive that the FAA

25

would want the project cancelled.

If we were to put conditions,

Because being
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1

Federally funded, being a public airport,

2

reiterated earlier, we -- we cannot restrict,

3

put those type of restrictions, especially on a

4

Federal-funded project.
I am not a lawyer.

like I

5

You know,

I can't

6

give you all the details.

7

the FAA would have major issues with that.

8

the funding does lapse September 2006.

9

why we have been trying to fast-track it as fast

But I can assure you
Z"nd

That's

10

as we can.

Any kind of language that would

11

limit capacity, limit arrivals, limit expanslon,

12

would most definitely kill the project.

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

14

CHAIR CARROLL:

Ms. Anderson -- oh, excuse me.

15

was first?

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

17

Don't go away.
Who

Mr. Molina.
Thank you, no, Mr. Sekiguchi

answered my question.

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you.
All right.

Ms. Anderson.

So the Federal government

20

really doesn't care if you expand the airport

21

without adequate alien species protection for

22

Maui County?

23

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

If you see the grant assurances, the

24

agreements that we deal with,

25

mean,

I mean, granted,

it covers the entire spectrum of capacity
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1

lssues, of equal access, et cetera, et cetera.

2

And all airports face similar challenges.

3

mean, you know, you are kind of playing a game

4

with growth; at the same time, you don't want to

5

overexpand and have underutilized facilities.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Let me ask you this,

7

Mr. Sekiguchi.

Given this condition, would

8

should this condition be passed, would that not

9

motivate you to go out and get these positions

10

filled as soon as possible and take whatever

11

measures it takes to get these positions filled?

12

If that means you have to increase the salary,

13

if you have to go to the Mainland, get

14

exemptions for Mainland, whatever it takes to

15

get these positions filled -- filled so that you

16

will not lose Federal funding?

17

motivate you to do that?

18

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

Would that not

I think that is exactly what I

have

19

been trying to do for the last year and a half.

20

The settlement agreement, which was signed on

21

January 28th, 2005, took a major step from where

22

this project has been the past several years,

23

and with that agreement, we agreed to fund the 9

24

positions, to bring up the total to 14.

25

been aggressively working with DOA to get those
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1

positions filled.

2

Tavares hit it on the head,

3

making excuses.

4

get those positions filled, but it's not an easy

5

task.

6

And I think Councilmember
I mean, we are not

I mean, we are still trying to

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

It's not an easy task,

but

7

it's also not an easy task to eradicate invasive

8

species from Maui, and we are already faced with

9

some threats that could really damage our

10

watershed and could affect tourism and our

11

economy.

12

whatever steps are necessary to get these

13

positions filled.

14

the Mainland, raising the salaries, whatever it

15

takes.

16

And so we think it's necessary to take

And if that means going to

And without a strong motivator such as

17

this, we have no guarantee that you are

18

fill the positions.

19

you have just now gotten funding for them.

20

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

It's been three years and

I beg to differ.

So.

I think if you look

21

back when the funding was received for the

22

positions and when it was authorized, as soon as

23

the settlement agreement was put lD motion,

24

we -- we did everything possible to accelerate

25

this whole process.

I mean, if you -- the
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typical process would have taken much longer.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well,

something else has to

3

be done to make it happen because, as I

4

are already understaffed and --

5

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

Understood.

sa~d,

we

But I feel by putting

6

those kind of conditions, which would jeopardize

7

the project in its entirety, would not be a good

8

idea.

9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Maybe you could bring us

10

something in writing from the FAA to that

11

extent, Mr. Sekiguchi.

12

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

Sure.

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Because, no offense to you

14

personally, but I want you to know that the

15

people of Maui County have lost faith in the

16

State.

17

intentions made or promises made don't hold a

18

lot for us anymore In Maui County, by the State.

19

And that's why I feel that it's necessary that

20

we have a condition that will force you to do

21

this.

22

And you know, words spoken and

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

And once agaln,

I mean,

I am not sure

23

what else I can do to convince you we have done

24

everything possible to accelerate the project.

25

The construction project is actually awarded.
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1

We are in a holding pattern, waiting for this

2

rezonlng.

3

through the design phase, the construction, the

4

construction procurement phase.

5

That was -- that was accelerated

I am not -- I am not sure what else I

6

can tell you to convince you that we are doing

7

everything possible, but the agriculture

8

positions are a problem.

9

make every possible effort to get them filled.

I think Dr. Wong will

10

And if he needs to maybe lower the standard,

11

then maybe -- maybe that's the answer for now.

12

And that's a temporary position.

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I don't know.

Because, basically, what we

14

are asking you to do is to come up to the

15

standards in 2002.

16

flights since then.

17

what we really need is 28.

18

got half of the 14 filled, we are really only

19

getting 25 percent coverage right now.

20

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

And we have almost doubled
So if we needed 14 in 2002,
So if you have

on~y

Excuse me, Councilmember, but in

21

lift, capacity, arrivals, they are kind of

22

moving targets.

23

records or the trends,

24

the peak loads were In the late 1990s.

25

In the 2000's, we saw major dropoffs for

If you look at the historical
I mean, the -- you know,
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1

varlous -- or obvious reasons.

2

only coming back recently.

3

at the late 1990 levels.

4

CHAIR CARROLL:

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

6

CHAIR CARROLL:

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

8
9

And it's still not

Ms. Anderson, thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Hokama, followed by Ms. Johnson.
Thank you, Chairman.

One question for Mr. Sekiguchi, then one
for Corp. Counsel.

10

CHAIR CARROLL:

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

12

But the lift is

Proceed.
You mentioned a lapsing date

of September 2006.

13

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

Yes.

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

If I just heard your cormnent

15

accurately that you just gave Ms. Anderson, you

16

already have a general contract -- a

17

construction contract.

18

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

Awarded to Hawaiian Dredging.

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Right.

Okay.

Does that not

20

encumber the funds so that you are kind of safe

21

from this lapsing date?

22

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

Actually, it s kind of -- you know,
I

t)ut~

23

it is a little arnbiguous in that se11se,

24

obligation is a big -- a big major step.

25

expenditure or at least expensing of the funds
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1

helps protect the Federal folks from taking away

2

what funds exist.
Because once you hit that four- to

3

4

five-year mark, the funds are kind of open game

5

for whatever other airports or FAA projects are

6

in need of funding.

7

like the idea of banking money, and none of us

8

do, but when projects do sit indefinitely it

9

becomes a problem.

10

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And, you know, they don't

We understand that.

We

11

understand that, Mr. Sekiguchi.

So don't move

12

yet, because maybe another Member may have a

13

question.
But, Chairman

14
15

CHAIR CARROLL:

Proceed.

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

For Corporation Counsel, and I

17

want Mr. Sekiguchi to hear this because as a

18

condition of zoning, the Council processes it

19

through a unilateral agreement that is recorded

20

with the Bureau of Conveyances prior to Council

21

approval.
So saylng that,

22

is this condition,

if we

is your understanding

23

approve

24

from the legal standpoint, required to go

25

through a unilateral agreement process?
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1

so, the answer lS yes, then can Mr. Sekiguchi

2

tell us this afternoon, can the State enter into

3

that agreement hearing what he said about the

4

FAA?

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

6

MS. YOUNG:

7

Corporation Counsel.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Yes, that's correct, that typically

8

conditions of zoning are set forth In a

9

unilateral agreement that's signed by the

10

applicant.

11

respect to the State as a government -- as a

12

governmental entity, it lS somewhat unique,

13

we could research that and provide that in <Jur

14

written response to you.

15

We could research that issue with

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

so

Mr. Sekiguchi, do you have any

16

comments about, you know, as -- as conditions of

17

approval, the Council has regularly exercised

18

its option to place conditions to mitigate

19

negative or adverse impacts.

20

still believe this is -- has sufficient standing

21

for us to include it.

22

So let's say we

Do you see your Department or the

23

Attorney General signing off on such a

24

unilateral agreement on behalf of this proj ct?

25

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

I don't have legal counsel with me
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or -COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I am sorry, Mr. Chairman.

I

3

thought it had some bearing on what is before

4

us.

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

No, that's good, Mr. Hokama.

6

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

They just made a call to the FAA.

7

You know, and I guess what -- maybe I should

8

have done a better job on explaining, but you

9

know, the airport system services 15 airports,

10

and the Federal funds obviously is system-wide.

11

We have all type of different Federal funding,

12

everything from discretionary funding to AlP

13

funding.

14

I don't want to bore you with all these

15

acronyms, but not only would it jeopardize this

16

given project, FAA has said it would jeopardize

17

the entire program,

18

that we generate and the discretionary funding,

19

including the AlP,

20

Funding.

including the PFC revenues

right?

Airport Improvement

21

So we are talking about 50 to 60

22

1n Federal funding a year to the airport system,

23

due to our grant assurances that we are

24

obligated to abide by.

25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Yeah,

I am more concerned
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1

about whether your Department will be even

2

willing to consider executing a unilateral

3

agreement, which is the State Department of

4

Transportation, I would believe, stating that we

5

understand the conditions that the County of

6

Maui -- the Council of the County of Maui has

7

proposed and adopted, and that we agree to

8

comply and fulfill to the best of our ability?
You know, that's basically what the

9

10
11
12
13

unilateral is going to say to the conditions.
MR. SEKIGUCHI:

Without the amendment, you are

talking about?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Yeah, with the amendment.

If

14

we place conditions, the normal process, as I

15

have shared Corporation Counsel is a unilateral

16

agreement, which is a one-party agreement.

17

this would be from your Department to the County

18

of Maui.

19

recorded with the Bureau of Conveyances as part

20

of the reentitlement for land use approval.

21

So

22

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

So

And it would be a legal document

I'll have to check -- I will have to

23

check with the Attorney

24

you know,

25

the Statewide funding, Federal funding,

I am sure if it's going to jeopardize
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obviously gOlng to be a major issue.

2

just my personal take on it.

3

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Yeah,

That_' s

I would request that you

4

do contact your Deputy AG assigned to you to be

5

able to give us a accurate response, please.

6

7
8

9

I am done.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you Mr. Hokama.

Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

Having heard the

10

comments that you have made,

11

of this County -- and of course we have a

12

fiduciary responsibility to every citizen here

13

that pays for the invasive species, which we are

14

now battling, you know, with every dollar that

15

we can muster, our obligation is to the people

16

of this community.

17

I think t

If we can't achieve, because of the,

I

18

guess, ability to travel, or you can't close off

19

access, or increase or I guess refuse to

20

increase the number of flights that come l.nt.o

21

our airport, is there any way that an ass

22

or some kind of,

23

added in that based on failure to comply with

24

this, which results in a negative cash flow for

25

this County and for it citizens, what's our

Lion

I guess, condition could be
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protection?
What would we be able to achieve by at

2
3

least mitigating in a financial sense any

4

adverse impacts that would be the result of

5

failure to comply with these staffing

6

requirements, resulting in the introduction of

7

an alien species or several invasive species

8

that come and then are, you know, not funded by

9

anyone?
I guess what I am trying to say is is

10
11

there any obligation that you see that we could

12

put in terms of a condition that would not

13

compromise your funding but would also protect

14

the citizens of Maui from having to fund,

15

know,

16

species?

17

you

just an open-ended parade of invasive

MR. SEKIGUCHI:

I understand your concerns, but I

18

I would have to consult with the Attorney

19

General office on that also.

20

with any conditions that we have put in place in

21

other islands or other construction projects.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

I am not familiar

Mr. Chair,

I would ask

23

Corporation Counsel to research what the legal

24

liability is, then, or the legal obligation when

25

any entity fails to perform up to a standard
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1

which creates an adverse impact on our bottom

2

line, and see what our legal recourse is.

3

That's the way I would choose to approach it.

4

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

Is that a request for Corporation

6

Counsel?

7

they can come back with something --

8
9

Because I am sure that I don't think

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No,

I am not asking for

today, but I am asking that, because Mr. Giroux

10

was looking at the other avenue,

11

that that 1S a dead end at this point --

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

No,

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

and it seems

no, that's fine.
-- I -- I

just wanted to make

14

sure that we are doing everything possible to

15

protect the citizens.

16

it's some kind of legal recourse or litigation

17

that we have to do because, you know, this has

18

not been adhered to, then -- so be it.

19
20

CHAIR CARROLL:
floor.

All right.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

23

COUNCIL1·1El·1BER TAVARES:

25

if

We have a motion on the

Is there discussion?

21

24

And if it's legal,

Mr. Chair,

I have --

Ms. Tavares.
Sorry.

I have no questions

for Mr. Sekiguchi.
CHAIR CARROLL:

You can -- thank you very much.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes.

Now,

I would like to

4

discuss this.

5

all care about this invasive species building

6

and seeing it move forward,

7

we're so close, and then we got different things

8

happening here.

You know, as I said before, we

it's like, you know,

Couple of points that I want to make,

9

10

and maybe I am too tired to be totally

11

politically correct and be really nice about

12

what I say, but it almost sounds like the FAA

13

has a, you know,

14

or "No Plane Left Hanging in the Air" policy,

15

that's one of our problems.

"No Plane Left Behind" policy,
so

But I think that I appreciated what the

16
17

State officials, and particularly Dr -- the

18

doctor from the -- Dr. Wong from the Department

19

of Agriculture, and the fact that there is a

20

unilateral agreement that has been signed by the

21

parties.

22

making promises in the air kind of stuff, and

23

also the realization that it doesn't matter --

24

"doesn't matter."

25

I mean, that's not just, oh, we are

It matters to some of us.

But all of the monies that are used for
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1

airports and invasive species,

2

taxpayers' money whether we got County labels,

3

State labels, or Federal labels.

4

some other money that came out of the air

5

somewhere.

6

cost analysis of what the State of Hawaii

7

residents contribute to the airport system,

8

Federally, we get more than our fair share.

9

It's almost like with State Highways and Federal

10
11

it's all

This lS not

And I think if you probably did a

shares.
So, you know, where the money comes from

12

to pay for whatever is fine.

13

concern about we do spend a lot of money In

14

County dollars to deal with the invasive

15

species, particular issues with coqui frogs and

16

with Miconia, and if not that,

17

maybe, you know, going to be something else

18

because you can't really, as they say,

19

100 percent the pathways.

20

understand that.

21

a better handle on what's happening and to

22

control it.

23

I understand the

it's probably

control

And you know,

we

But this is an attempt to)CC

I will not be

24

because I don't think the airport, because of

25

this "No Plane Left Behind" policy can guarantee
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1

that there isn't going to be an lncrease in the

2

number of flights that arrive.

3

just talking about commercial flights.

4

talking about those individual jets that come in

5

here and any other,

6

mean, you can't close the airport to some and

7

open to others.

8

also includes international flights,

9

there's regulations about that.

And we are not
We are

a charter that comes in.

I mean,

I

I'm not sure if that
but I think

But I also am concerned in the direction

10
11

that we are going, in putting a condition of

12

zoning on -- on a land use that goes beyond what

13

I think the jurisdiction of the County is

14

personally.

15

know,

16

have -- can't remember, either that or I am

17

getting, you know, a little Alzheimer's or

18

something.

19

zoning that had this kind of impact.

20

usually tied directly to impact:

21

this,

22

the condition is you've got to take care of

23

this.

24
25

I mean,

I have -- I have spent, you

almost nine years in this seat,

and I

I can't remember a condition of

it's going to create this,

It was

Okay, you do
so therefore,

But I don't see that relationship in
this particular part.

I think that given the
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1

employment situation throughout the State--- and

2

we are all in this together -- that to put a

3

restriction on -- on them with the 14, you know,

4

people, and the 3 animals,

5

and age, you know, maybe we should flip that and

6

say 14 dogs and 3 people.

7

recruitment.

We might get better

But I just don't see us connecting this

8
9

I am sure in this day

legally.

And I think, you know,

I -- I know

10

Cindy just got here, Ms. Young just got here,

11

take the place of Mr.Giroux, but I think in the

12

past, what we have heard too from Corporation

13

Counsel, if we have discussed an issue pretty

14

thoroughly in a Committee meeting then it

15

doesn't have to go back to Committee for first

16

reading.

17

other kind of condition that comes up that makes

18

sense that Mr. Giroux can get an opinion for,

19

that could still come up at first reading.

20

am -- for today,

21

particular proposal.

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

So if there is, in the meantime,

some

So I

I am going to vote no on this

Thank you.

Thank you.
Further discussion?

\fI]e

23

have a motion to amend the main motion on the

24

floor.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Call for the question,
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1

Chairman.

2

CHAIR CARROLL:

All those in favor of the motion

signify by say aye.

3

4

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

(MA and JJ)

Raise your hands please, the ayes.

All those opposed?

6

Motion fails.

7

8

VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:

9

10
11

EXC. :
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
MOTION FAILED.

Councilmembers Anderson and ,Johnson.
Councilmembers Hokama, Kane, Mateo,
Molina, Tavares, Vice-Chair
Pontanilla, and Chair Carroll.
None.
None.
None.

12
ACTION:

MOTION FAILED.

13
14
15

CHAIR CARROLL:
floor.

We are back to the main motion on the

Further discussion?

16

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

17

CHAIR CARROLL:

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

Mr. Kane,

Hearing none

Mr. Chairman.
followed by Ms. Anderson.
Thank you.

Thank -- thank you, Mr. Chair.

I will be supporting the main motion

21

that's on the floor regarding the zonlng.

And I

22

apologize, but I will incorporate language or --

23

or comments that concur with the COITments of the

24

Member who made a proposal to amend.

25

would agree on the -- on what was talked about

And I
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1

on the concern that I think everybody in the

2

County of Maui, in various degrees, but I think

3

overall, there is a major concern.
We just need -- need to be more mindful

4

5

of crafting language without

without

6

hampering or -- or creating a consequence that

7

is unintended.

8

this body, when we do move forward,

9

move forward out of this Committee today, that

And so I would encourage that
if it does

10

we continue not to drop what was just

11

considered, but to continue to look at it, but

12

be mindful of how we craft the language and so

13

it does meet an intent without jeopardizing the

14

project as a whole.
I think there's merit, and I don't

15
16

believe any Member here thinks that there wasn't

17

any merit.

18

can achieve coming up with language that

19

provides further protection that will not

20

jeopardize this project.

21

to share that as some brief comments.

For me personally,

I think we -- we

And so I

just wanted

22

And unfortunately, there are

there

23

a segment of the comm.D.nity th_a.t. does

has a

24

very strong distrust; however,

25

been demonstrated in this particular situation,

I think what has
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1

In how it's been moving forward, demonstrates

2

something that's not of the norm,

3

what we are used to, and that we should embrace

4

something that is positive instead of looking to

5

throw stones at it because it's different from

6

what we are used to seeing.

7

I guess, of

So I am hoping that we can move forward

8

on this one, and I am in full support of this,

9

and I don't think for one moment that we would

10

be selling out this County, this island and this

11

County, by passing it the way it is now.

12

Because I still think we have opportunity to

13

enhance this.

14

diligence and be very deliberate about it

15

instead of doing it for the sake of feeling good

16

about it.

17

CHAIR CARROLL:

18
19
20
21
22

But we need to do it with due

Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Kane.

Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you for those comments, Mr. Kane.
I appreciate it.
Unfortunately, as we all know, our

23

plates are very full, and I am sorry that I djd

24

not have time to discuss this with the DOT

25

people previous to this coming forward,
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1

Mr. Chairman.

2

restrictions from the FAA.

3

I wasn't aware that they had such

So the intention is still I think valid,

4

and I will be looking at ways to craft an

5

amendment that is acceptable, that will give us

6

some protection and assurance that we will get

7

the staffing that we sorely need here on Maui.

8
9

You know, Members, were it not for a
lawsuit brought by a citizen's group, we would

10

not have these facilities today.

11

operating without them.

12

intention to ever do this.

13

the due diligence of our citizens, who take

14

alien species invasion quite seriously, because

15

it would affect their -- their income, their

16

their source of living, as -- as well as the

17

beautiful biodiversity that we here in Maui, and

18

the rare,

19

blessed to have here.

20

We would be

It was not DOT's
It's only because of

rare native species that we are

So I think it's very important that we

21

find a way to encourage the State to step up to

22

the plate, and I don't want to hear any excuses.

23

I don't care what the excuses are.

24

hear excuses from the State all the time about

25

why they can't fund the needs of Maui County,

You }zrlOvJ,
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1

and those -- those needs then fallon our

2

taxpayers, who -- who really would rather have

3

our money spent to maintain our parks.

4

instead, we are trying to save our watershed.

5

I don't know if any of you are aware,

But

6

but we now have a citizens group who are taking

7

to the streets to try to force the State to stop

8

the illegal dumping of raw sewage into the

9

nearshore waters of South Maui.

10

Now, I bring that up because,

11

Mr. Chairman,

12

State to protect Maui.

13

agenda beyond Maui County as far as protection

14

of our environment, and -- and they are not

15

putting any big money our way to take care of

16

these problems.

17

our own pocket.

18

I don't think we can count on the
They have a bigger

We are having to pull it out of

So I appreciate the support of the

19

Members in the intent of this condition, and

20

will be working and -- and would appreciate any

21

suggestions from any of the Members so that at

22

first reading, we can come up with something

23

that's workable.

24

for further assurances from the State that they

25

are going to get those positions filled.

And in the meantime;

T

I am open
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1

have waited long enough.

2

Mr. Chairman.

3
4
5

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you,

Thank you.

Any further discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I

Ms. Johnson.

just want to thank you,

6

Mr. Chair,

for allowing the extensive, both,

7

dialogue going on, and sometimes we get a little

8

off point.

9

needs to be reassured that we have done our

But I

just think that the public

10

homework, we have done our due diligence, we

11

have tried to take into consideration their

12

concerns.

13

why I voted the way that I did for Ms. Anderson.

14

And I do support, again

Even though, you know,

and that's

it has problems,

15

I think that all of us are trying to look out

16

for the best interests of the citizens as well

17

as try and protect the financial resources that

18

we get into our County coffers because no one --

19

and particularly in your area, Mr. Chair, no one

20

knows better, perhaps, than you what the costs

21

are in terms of fighting invasive species and

22

alien specles.

23

So I just -- I want to thank

24

Ms. Anderson and those Members who have perhaps

25

allowed a little bit of latitude this afternoon
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1

because I think we are all trying to do the

2

right thing.

3

facility.

4

even though they may not be Members of my

5

Committee tomorrow, to please attend our

6

invasive species discussion during my Committee

7

meeting tomorrow afternoon at 1:30.

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

And this really is an important

And I also urge those individuals,

Thank you.

Thank you.

Further discussion?

Hearing none, the motion on the floor,

9

10

favor,

all In

signify by saying aye.

11

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

13

VOTE:

Opposed?

Motion carried unanimously.

AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Hokama,
Johnson, Kane, Mateo, Molina,
Tavares, Vice-Chair Pontanilla,
and Chair Carroll.

NOES:
EXC. :
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

None.
None.
None.
None.

14
15
16
17
18

MOTION CARRIED

19

ACTION:

20

21

Recommending FIRST READING of
revised proposed conditional change
in zoning bill; RECORDATION of
unilateral agreement; and FILING of
communication.

22
23

CHAIR CARROLL:

Members,

I am going to call for a

24

very short recess while we determine the fate of

25

the last two items.

(Gavel. )
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1

RECESS:

4:57 p.m.

2

RECONVENE :

5:06 p.m.

3

CHAIR CARROLL:

This Land Use Cornmitt,ec:;

meeting is now back in session.

4

5

(Gavel. )

DISTRICT BOUNDARY AMENDMENT AND CHANGE
IN ZONING FOR KIHEI SEVENTH DAY
ADVENTIST CHURCH
(C.C. No. 05-234)

LU-15

6
7

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

Members, we have before us the next

Land Use item, District -- LU-15, District

9

10

Boundary Amendment and Change in Zoning for

11

Kihei Seventh Day Adventist Church.
Because of the time constraints and the

12

13

meeting at Pukalani,

14

applicant, and if there's not objection, we

15

defer this, and I will schedule this as soon as

16

possible.

17

I have met with the
Wli·

Any objections?

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

18

ACTION:

19

DEFER pending further discussion.

20
21

22

LU-6

ACCESS EASEMENT FOR THE WHALERS VILLAGE
COMMERCIAL CENTER (LAHAINA)
(C.C. No.
05-108)

23
24
25

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Members, the last item on the aqencia,
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1

LU-6, Access Easement for the Whalers Village

2

Commercial Center, Lahaina, County Communication

3

No. 05-108 from the Planning Director

4

transmitting a proposed resolution entitled,

5

"ACCEPTING DEDICATION OF ACCESS EASEMENT FOR THE

6

WHALERS VILLAGE AND COMMERCIAL CENTER PUR.SUANT

7

TO SECTION 3.44.015 MAUl County CODE."

8

purpose of the proposed resolution is to accept

9

Campbell Hawaii Investors, LLC,

The

(Campbell)

10

pedestrian and vehicular access easement at the

11

Whalers Village Commercial Center in Lahaina,

12

Maui.

13

from Blaine Kobayashi, Esq., informing the

14

Committee of a pending sale of the subject

15

property and a withdrawal of the request.

16

If there's no objection,

17

By correspondence dated August 31, 2005,

a motion on floor to file this communication.

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

20

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

23

I would accept

I object.

I object.

So noted.
So move.

Second.
tJIay I state my objection,

please?

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

CHAIR CARROLL:

In discussion.

In discussion.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

2

file,

3

objection.

4
5
6

Before you make a motion to

I object and I'd like to state my

CHAIR CARROLL:

All right.

I won't accept the motion

from the floor until I hear from you.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Basically, many, many years ago, Whalers

7

8

Village was required to provide an access

9

easement to the shoreline, and the dedication of

10

that easement to the County was never fulfilled.

11

And now he wants to withdraw that dedication?

12

think that we need to follow through and get

13

that easement dedicated to the County.

14

because he's

15

on or change of ownership and the new owner

16

doesn't care about dedicating this access

17

easement to the County,

18

reason enough to withdraw, withdraw this

19

request.

20

I

And just

there's some kind of sale going

I don't think that's

I mean, how many access easements are

21

out there that haven't been finalized in their

22

dedication to the County?

23

this is something you can just do slam-dunk.

24

would like to see some discussion and -- and

25

more detailed information on this.

I

just don't think
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CHAIR CARROLL:

All right.

And before I go any

2

further,

even though I did offer public

3

testimony on all items,

4

anyone that wishes to give public testimony on

5

this item?

6

closed.

Hearing none, public testimony

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

Mr. Chair.

Ms. Tavares.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

13

is there

All right, Members --

7

12

I will ask,

I move to defer.

If there's no objection, we will

defer this item.

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

14
15

ACTION:

DEFER no discussion.

16
17

CHAIR CARROLL:

This item is deferred.

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Hearing no further business, and I

20

apologize to the Members for going so late, this

21

Land Use meeting is adjourned.

22

ADJOURN:

(Gavel. )

5:10 p.m.

23

24
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